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Ch. 847

OBSCENE LITERATURE; PROFANITY

of age or older, with the intent to procure such mi
nor·s admission to such premises for a monetary con
sideration.
(d) It is unlawful for any person to knowingly
make a false representation to the owner of any
premises mentioned in paragraph (a), or to his agent,
that he is the parent of any minor or that any minor
is 17 years of age or older, with intent to procure such
minor's admission to such premises or to aid such mi
nor in procuring admission thereto for a monetary
consideration.
(e) A violation of any provision of this section
shall constitute a misdemeanor of the first degree,
punishable as provided in s. 775.082 or s. 775.083.
(3) INJUNCTIVE PROCEEDINGS.(a) The circuit court has jurisdiction to enjoin a
threatened violation of subsection (2) upon com
plaint filed by the state attorney in the name of the
state upon the relation of such state attorney.
(b) After the filing of such a complaint, the judge
to whom it is presented may grant an order restrain
ing the person or persons complained of until final
hearing or further order of the court. Whenever the
relator shall request a judge of said court to set a
hearing upon an application for such a restraining or
der, such judge shall set such hearing for a time with
in 3 days after the making of such request. No such
order shall be made unless such judge shall be satis
fied that sufficient notice of the application therefor
has been given to the person or persons restrained of
the time when and place where the application for
such restraining order is to be heard. However, such
notice shall be dispensed with when it is manifest to
such judge, from the allegations of a sworn complaint
or independent affidavit, sworn to by the relator or
by some person associated with him in the field of
law enforcement, and filed by the relator, that the
apprehended violation will be committed if an imme
diate remedy is not afforded.
(c) The person or persons sought to be enjoined
shall be entitled to a trial of the issues within 1 day
after joinder of issue and a decision shall be rendered
by the court within 2 days after the conclusion of the
trial.
(d) In any action brought as provided in this sec
tion, no bond or undertaking shall be required of the
state or the relator state attorney before the issuance
of a restraining order provided for by this section,
and there shall be no liability on the part of the state
or the relator state attorney for costs or damages sus
tained by reason of such restraining order in any case
in which a final decree is rendered in favor of the per
son or persons sought to be enjoined.
(e) Every person who has possession, custody, or
control of, or otherwise deals with, any motion pic
ture, exhibition, show, representation, or presenta
tion described in this section, after the service upon
him of a summons and complaint in an action for in
junction brought under this section, is chargeable
with knowledge of the contents or character thereof.
(4) LEGISLATIVE INTENT.-In order to make
the application and enforcement of this section uni
form throughout the state. it is the intent of the Leg
islature to preempt the field, to the exclusion of
counties and municipalities. insofar as it concerns ex-
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posing persons under 17 years of age to harmful mo
tion pictures, exhibitions, shows, representations and
presentations. To that end, it is hereby declared that
every county ordinance and every municipal ordi
nance adopted prior to July 1, 1969, and relating to
said subject shall stand abrogated and unenforceable
on and after such date and that no county, munici
pality or consolidated county-municipal government
shall have the power to adopt any ordinance relating
to said subject on or after such effective date.
Histor:y.-�!-s. 1-4, ch. 69-10; !,. 105.�. ch. 7I-1:l6; !-. :14. ch. 'i:�-:tl4.

847.014 Minors participating in harmful mo
tion pictures, exhibitions, shows, presentations,
or representations.-

(1) DEFINITIONS.-As used in this section:
(a) "Minor" means any person under the age of 18
years.
(b) "Nudity" means the showing of the human
male or female genitals, pubic area, or buttocks with
less than a full opaque covering; the showing of the
female breast with less than a full opaque covering of
any portion thereof below the top of the nipple; or
the depiction of covered male genitals in a discern
ibly turgid state.
(c) "Sexual conduct" means acts of masturbation;
sexual intercourse; or physical contact with a per
son's clothed or unclothed genitals, pubic area, but
tocks, or, if such person be a female, breast or any act
or conduct which constitutes the commission of sexu
al battery or suggests that such crime is being or will
be committed.
(d) "Sexual excitement" means the condition of
human male or female genitals when in a state of sex
ual stimulation or arousal.
(e) "Sadomasochistic abuse" means the flagella
tion or torture by or upon a person clad in undergar
ments, a mask, or a bizarre costume or the condition
of being fettered, bound, or otherwise physically re
strained on the part of one so clothed.
(f) "Harmful to minors" means that quality,
whether actual or simulated, of any description, exhi
bition, presentation, or representation, in whatever
form, of nudity, sexual conduct, sexual excitement, or
sadomasochistic abuse, when it:
1. Predominantly appeals to the prurient, shame
ful, or morbid interest of minors,
2. Is patently offensive to prevailing standards in
the adult community as a whole with respect to what
is suitable for minors, and
3. Is without serious literary, artistic, political or
scientific value for minors.
(g) "Knowingly" means having general knowledge
of, reason to know, or a belief or ground for belief
which warrants further inspection or inquiry of the
character and content of any motion picture de
scribed herein which is reasonably susceptible of ex
amination by the defendant or the character of any
exhibition, presentation, representation, or show de
scribed herein, other than a motion-picture show,
which is reasonably susceptible of being ascertained
by the defendant.
(2) OFFENSES AND PENALTIES.(all. It is unlawful for any person knowingly to
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produce, conduct, direct, perform, or participate in
any photograph, motion picture, exhibition, show,
representation, or other presentation which, in whole
or in part, depicts sexual conduct, sexual excitement,
or sadomasochistic abuse involving a minor.
2. It is unlawful for any person knowingly to aid,
abet, counsel, hire, or otherwise procure a minor to
perform or participate in any photograph, motion
picture, exhibition, show, representation, or other
presentation which, in whole or in part, depicts sexu
al conduct, sexual excitement, or sadomasochistic
abuse involving a minor.
3. It is unlawful for any person knowingly to
bring or cause to be brought into this state or to send
or cause to be sent from this state for sale or distribu
tion any photograph, motion picture, exhibition,
show, representation, or other presentation which, in
whole or in part, depicts sexual conduct, sexual ex
citement, or sadomasochistic abuse involving a mi
nor.
4. A violation of any provision of this paragraph
shall constitute a felony of the second degree, punish
able as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s.
775.084.
(b)l. It is unlawful for any person knowingly to
exhibit any photograph, motion picture, exhibition,
show, representation, or other presentation which, in
whole or in part, depicts nudity, sexual conduct, sex
ual excitement, or sadomasochistic abuse involving a
minor and which is harmful to minors.
2. It is unlawful for any person knowingly to sell;
lend; give away; distribute; transmit; transmute; offer
to sell, lend. give away, distribute, transmit, or trans
mute; have in his possession, custody, or control with
intent to sell, lend, give away, distribute, transmit, or
transmute; or advertise in any manner any photo
graph, motion picture, exhibition, show, representa
tion, or other presentation which, in whole or part,
depicts nudity, sexual conduct, sexual excitement, or
sadomasochistic abuse involving a minor and which
is harmful to minors. The possession of three or more
copies of any such photograph, motion picture, repre
sentation, or presentation is prima facie evidence of
intent to sell, lend, give away, distribute, transmit, or
transmute.
3. A violation of any provision of this paragraph
shall constitute a felony of the second degree, punish
able as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s.
775.084.
(3) IN,Jl'NCTIVE PROCEEDINGS.(a) The circuit court has jurisdiction to enjoin a
violation or threatened violation of paragraph (2)(a)
or a violation of paragraph (2)(b) upon complaint
filed by the state attorney in the name of the state
upon the relation of such state attorney.
(b) After the filing of such a complaint, the judge
to whom it is presented may grant an order restrain
ing the person or persons complained of until final
hearing or further order of the court. Whenever the
relator shall request a judge of said court to set a
hearing upon an application for such a restraining or
der, such judge shall set such hearing for a time with
in :J days after the making of such request. No such
order shall be made unless such judge shall be satisfied that sufficient notice of the application therefor
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has been given to the person or persons restrained of
the time when and place where the application for
such restraining order is to be heard. However, such
notice shall be dispensed with when it is manifest to
such judge, from the allegations of a sworn complaint
or independent affidavit, sworn to by the relator or
by some person associated with him in the field of
law enforcement and filed by the relator, that the ap
prehended violation will be committed if an immedi
ate remedy is not afforded.
(c) The person or persons sought to be enjoined
shall be entitled to a trial of the issues within 1 day
after joinder of issue, and a decision shall be rendered
by the court within 2 days after the conclusion of the
trial.
(d) In any action brought as provided in this sec
tion, no bond or undertaking shall be required of the
state or the relator state attorney before the issuance
of a restraining order provided for by this section,
and there shall be no liability on the part of the state
or the relator state attorney for costs or damages sus
tained by reason of such restraining order in any case
in which a final decree is rendered in favor of the per
son or persons sought to be enjoined.
(e) Every person who has possession, custody, or
control of, or otherwise deals with, any motion pic
ture, exhibition, show, representation, or presenta
tion described in this section, after the service upon
him of a summons and complaint in an action for in
junction brought under this section, is chargeable
with knowledge of the contents or character thereof.
History.�s. l, ch. 77-10:1; s. l, ch. 78-:126.

847.02

Confiscation of obscene books, etc.

-Whenever anyone is convicted under s. 847.011,
the court in awarding sentence shall make an order
confiscating said book, pamphlet, ballad, printed pa
per, picture, slide, film, or other thing and authorize
the executive officer of the court to destroy the same.
History.-,. 2, ch. 7359, 1917; RGS .,4:J9: CGL 7582.

847.03 Officer to seize books, etc.-Whenever
any officer arrests any person charged with any of
fense under s. 847.011, he shall seize said book, pam
phlet, ballad, printed paper, picture, slide, or film, or
other thing, and take the same into his custody to
await the sentence of the court upon the trial of the
offender.
History.-s. :l, ch. 7359, 1917; RGS 5440; CGL 7S8:l.

847.04 Open profanity.-Whoever, having ar
rived at the age of discretion, uses profane, vulgar
and indecent language, in any public place; or upon
the private premises of another, or so near thereto as
to be heard by another, shall be guilty of a misdemea
nor of the second degree, punishable as provided in s.
775.082 or s. 775.083; but no prosecution for any such
offense shall be commenced after 20 days from the
commission thereof.
History.-s. 18, ch. 16:17, 1868; H.S 1611; (;S :lS42; s. I, ch. f>921, 1909; RGS
.5-1-L.!: C'GL 7.S8.5; "· 10f>6. t:h. 71.J:lfi.
cf.---"- :2:ll. t l7 Insulting- school teachers.

847.05 Using indecent or obscene l anguage.
-Any person who shall publicly use or utter any in
decent or obscene language shall be guilty of a misde-
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l....aws of Flor-ida. Chaoter 83-75 originated as Senate Bill
(88) 182 (and dentica] HB 148) □f the 1983 Re9ular Sessjon of
I
SB 1.82 was heard bv the Senate
the Florida l.... eqislature.
Judiciarv Criminal Committee on A□ril 12. 1983. where it was
CS/SB 182 was
made into a committee substitute (CS) bill.
voted favorablv, without anv amendments. bv the full Senate on
In the House CS/SB 182 did not receive anv
April 21, 1983,.
committee reference, as it was substituted for CS/HB 148. (HB
148 was made into a CS by the House Criminal Justice Committee
on Acril 11, 1983. after being heard bv its sub-committee on
Criminal Code on Februarv 28. 1983l. CS/SB 182 was amended
and oassed bv the House on Mav 1° . 1983. The House amendments
to CS/SB 182 were concurred u□on bv the Senate on Mav 25.
1983.
Suo□lemental to this re□ort are full histories of CS 1 SB
182 and CS/HB 148 (see Item 02)
Finding.E}.

The oriqinal version of SB 182. Section 1. had some of
the langua□e of what was later enacted as FS 827.0 7 1. but did
not have □rovision for re□ealing FS 847.014 (see Item 03).
The language of FS 82 7 .071 and the re□eal of FS 847.014 as
enacted in Cha□ter 83-75 came in the committee substitute (CSJ
of the Senate Judiciarv-Civil Committee as □assed bv that
committee on A□ril 12. 1983 (see Item 04). The House floor
.::1mendment tCJ C'.:.,/'.:::(8 1U2 F'•s.·':':,E•nti:?J.]\J r,=.•□l,Ac"!'·d th>:'? 1.:F:!='.t c·F th,,�t
bill with the text of CS/HB 148,
This was done bv an
.::'l.m•'='ndment to ''s.tr·ik•'=' ev,='rvthin :, ;.i ·::'i.ft:E•r thF,! ,c::,n::'l.cting cla1..1.·00.E� ,::..nd
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legislation was orooosed to resoond to a recent U.S. Suoreme
Court decision (N.Y. vs. Ferber. 1982) that exemoted certain
child oornocaohic materials from Freedom of Soeech and the
. ene. ''
CJne: our□D·:',e o+ this. J.,:1,•1 \'·JE1·:::.
definiti.c:,n of ''leq,:-:,llv obsc
to out the criminalizing of the use of children in a sexual
perfc:,rmance in one statute.
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If further information is needed regarding the creation
of FS 827.071. then the meet.inc tapes of the Senate Judiciary
Criminal Committee meeting of A□ril 12. 1983 and the House
Criminal Justice Committee meetings of Februarv 28. 1983 and
April 11. 1983. mav vield some additic:,nal insights int□ the

intent of this legjslBti□n. These tB□es are cited 1n the
An estimated 2 to �
following section (see Items 12 and 13).
hours of research time would be re□uired to revjew these
recordings.
D,:::,cumE·nt.�,ti cm
Unless otherwise noted. all documentation listed below is
attached to this reoort with the corres□ondin□ number in the
Records in the
upper left hand corner of the document.
Florida State Archives are cited bv the record grou□. series,
box or volume number. and file folder title(if anv). e.g.
''F:G#/':3.#/#. ''title ''. C:Jth,?r- document�".tion .,J::'I.·:=_:. obta.inr:2c:I
directly from the aooro□riate committee or from Florida
Information Associates' research files.
01.

L.a1•Js. of F'lor--ida� l'?ff::::. Char.:,tE!r- 83-7�5. �:=:ecticms. 4 .;;,_r,d
( In t./ o 1 • I . F· .3_r- t 1 • D D • ::-· 4 :: =. - '.::' 4 7 •

02.

Joint Legislative Management Committee. Division o+
Le□islative Information. Historv ,:::,f Le□islati□n. 1983.
SB 182 Co. 64l. and HB 148 <□. 47).

c:i:3.

: 38 182.

04.

CS/SB 182. as r· er.::, ort •?d t:,·-,1 the �:'.ena.te Judtctarv-Crirninal
Committee. ACJril :::?1. l c:i::3:3) •

05.

CS/SB 182. file coov of the Secretarv of the Senate. w1th
House floor amendments and first engrossed copy
( Ma.'/ '.?'.':5. 198:�:) • (FSA. PC:) 0,-.,,-., i:::. �_:_;o / 4",2'.:,';) •

06.

Journal of the House of RP□resentBtives.. Mav 1 ° . 1983,
pp. 472-473. Pe: amendments to CS/SB 182.
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Senate. Judiciarv-Criminal Committee. St3ff Analvsis of
SB 18:=:. horil 12. P?El3. CFSA. PG 000. S. 18/1270).

08.

Senate. Judiciarv-Criminal Committee. Staff 1:;n -:::>. 1 V �=-i �; of
CS/SB 182, final uodate. Julv 25. 1983. ( I__t:,_:i __d__.___) •

0G

HB 148. as □refiled Febru3rv 2. 1983.

10.

CS/HB 148. as reoorted bv the House Criminal Justice
Committ•?E�. ?'-ir.Jril 20, 19S:3.

ll.

House. Criminal Justice Committee. Bill Analysis of
CS/HB 148. ACJril 14. 1 9:3::=.. ( FS(i, F.'.Cj ,:;;i:20. ,:::; • l ,;;i / l :344) •

12.

Senate Judiciarv-Criminal Committee. Taoe Pecordtngs of
committee meeting of A□ril ]2. 1983. re: SB 182. 2
taoes. Not reviewed or copied. (FSA PG 900.
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04/08/83 SENA TE NOW IN APPROPRIATIONS -SJ 0 00b5
05/0 4/83 SENA TE EXTENSICl'I OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE APPROPRIATIONS
05/ lb/83 SENATE EXTENSIO. OF TIME GRANTED COMMITT EE APPROPRIATION S
1)5/30/83 SENATE EXTENSluN OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE APPRUPR IATluNS
Ob/03/83 SENATE INDEFINITELY POST PONED� W/0 ISCR 12091; -AS IN
COHMITTtt ON APPROPRIATIONS
S 0178 GENERAL bILL/CS BY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS, STUART ANO OTHER S
ICUHPARE H O l lbl
SALES TAX; PROVIDES A SALES TAX REFUN D TO ANY COUN TY, MUNICI PALITY, DR
POLITICAL SUBDIVISION UN COST OF MATERIALS GOlhG I NTO � BECOHINO PART OF
PUbLI� CONS TRUC.TION PROJECTS; PROVIDcS A RULE OF CONSTRUCTION. AHtNDS
212.08. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/83.
02/08/83 SENATE PRtFILED
02/14/83 SENATE REFERRED TO GOVERNHtNTAL OPERATIONS, FINANCE, TAXATION
ANO CLAIMS
02/15/83 SENATE ON COHHITTtE AGtNDA- GOVERNHtNTAL OPERATIONS,
03/01/83, CANLELLED
0�/05/8� SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS,
FINAN CE, TAXATION AN D C LAIM S -SJ 00021
04/0o/83 SENATE ON COMMITTEE AGtNDA- GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS,
TEMPORARILY PDSTPONtD
04/11/83 SENATE ON COMMITTEE AGtN DA- GOVERNHtNTAL OPt RATIONS,
04/13/83, 9:00 AH, RH. H
04/l3/b3 SENATE COHH. REPUlT: C/S BY bOVERN HtNTAL OPERATIONS -SJ 00123
NOW
IN FINANCt, TAXATION ANO CLAI MS - SJ 00123
C/4/15/83 SENATE
04/2�/8.> SENATt EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE FINANCE, TAXATION
ANO C LAIM S
O't/28/83 SENATE ON CUHHITTEE AGENDA- FINANCE, TAX. & CLAIMS, 05/02/831
2:00 PH, RM. lC
05/02/83 SENATE COHl'I. R EPCRT; FAVORAbLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY FINANCE,
TAXATION AND CLAIMS -SJ 00200
05/03/83 SENATE C /S REAU FI RST TIME -SJ 00198
Ob/03/83 SENATE INDEFINITtLY POSTPONED t W/0 ISCR 12091; WAS ON
CALENDAR
S 0179 uENERAL BILL BY LANGLEY IIDtNTICAL H 00371
OIU_VING UNDER .llif.....ibi:�tllr,f; PROVIDES MANDATORY IM PRISONMENT FOR PERSONS
REFUSING TO PARTICIPATE IN RE�UIRED PUBLIC SER VICE OR COHHUNIT� WORK
PROJECTS. AMENDS 3lb.l93. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/8 3.
02/0&/8� SENATE PREFILED
02/14/83 SENATE REFERRED TO JUDICIARY-C RIMINAL, APPROPRIATIONS
04/05/83 SENATE INTROD UCED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL,
APPROPRiATIONS -SJ 00021
O�/l 9/83 SENA TE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL
05/0b/8:, SENATE EXTENSION OF TlHE GRANTED COMMITTEE JUUIClARY-CRIHlNAL
05/ltl/&3 SENA Tt EXTENSIO-. OF TIME GRANTED CDMMITT EE JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL
Ob/03/83 SENATE INDEFINITELY POSTPONED � W/U ISCR 12091; WAS IN
COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL
S 0180 OENERAL bILL BY LANGLEY
COl'ITINUED ON l'IEH PAGt
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EXCISE TAX, IMPOSES AD DITICl'IAL EXCISE TAXES ON ALCUHULIC BEVERAGE�;
PROVIDES FOR DEPOSIT OF PROCtEOS IN TRUST FUND; SPECIFIES USES OF Hc»itYS
IN T RUSl fUNU; PROVIDES FOR DISTRIBUTION TO COUNTIES FOR LOUhTY JAIL
PURPOSES. EFFECTIVE DATE: lO /Ol/83.
02/08/83 SENATE PREFILED
OL/14/83 SENATE REFERRED TO COMMERCE, FINANCE, TAXATION ANO CLAIM S,
APPRUPRIATIONS
04/0�/83 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO COMMERCE, FINANCE, TAXATION AND
CLAIMS, APPROPRIATIONS -SJ 00021
04/£0/83 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COHHITTEt COMMERCE
05/05/83 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE
05/19/83 SENATE EXTENSIO. OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE
05/31/83 SENA TE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE
Ob/03/83 SENATE INDEFINITELY POSTPONED & W/0 ISCR llUYI; WAS lN
COHMITTEL ON COMMERCE
S 0181 GENERAL BILL BY LANGLEY
WEAPONS & FIRl;.A!\11.$; EXEMPT S �UALIFIEU PUBLIC DEFENDER INVESTIGATOR S FROM
�ERTAIN LICEN SING RtQUIREMtNTS G PENAL PROVISION. AHtN DS 790.05,.051.
EFFECTIVt DATE: 10/01/83.
02/08/83 SENATE PREFILED
02/14/83 SENATE REFERRED TO JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL
04/05/83 SENATE INTRODUCED, R EFERRED TO JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL -SJ 00021
04/19/83 SENATE ON COHHITTcE AGENDA- JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL, TEMPORARILY
POSTPONED; EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE
JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL
05/0b/83 SENATE EXTENSic»I OF TIME GRANTED COMHITlEE JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL
05/18/83 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME G RANTED COHMITTtE JUOICIARY-CRIMINAL
Ob/0.:,/83 SENATE INDEFINITELY POSTPONED G 11/0 ISCR lL091; -AS IN
COMMITT EE ON JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL
S 0182 GENERAL BILL/ CS BY JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL, CRAWFORD IIOENTICAL t;S /H 0148,
COMPARE H 12271
CHILD ASUSE; PROVIDES PENALTIES FOR EMPLOYING, AUTHORlllliG, OR INDUCING
CHILD OF LES S THAN 18 YRS. OF AGE TO ENGAGE IN SEXUAL CONDUCT IN A
SEXUAL PERFORMANCE; PROVIDES PtNALTIES FOR C ONSENTINO TO PAR TICIPATION
OF SUCH CHILO IN S EXUAL PERFGRHANCE, ETC. AMEN DS CH. 827, 450, 9"8;
REPEALS 847.014. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/83.
02/08/83 SENATE P REFILED
02/14/83 SENATE R EFERRED TO JUOICIARY-CRIHINAL
04/05/63 SENA Tt INTRODUCED, RtFERRED TO JUD IC IARY-Ct<l MINA L -S J 00021
04/08/83 SENATE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- JUDICIARY-<::RIHI NAL, 04/12/83,
2:00 PH, RH. C
04/12/83 SENATE ca.... R EPORT: C/S PLACED ON CALEN DAR BY
JUDICIARY-<::RIMlltAL -SJ 00123
04/19/83 SENATE C /S READ FI RST TIME -SJ 00122
04/21/83 SENATE P LACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALEN DAR; C/S PASSED; YEAS �7
NAYS
D -SJ 00155
04/26/83 HOUSE IN MESSAGES
04/28/83 HOUSE RECEIVED, PLACED UN CALENDAR -HJ 00254
05/17/83 HOUSE PLACtD CH S PECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
05/19/83 HOUSE SUBSTITUT ED FOR C/S HB 148; READ SECOND TIHt;
AMENDMENT� ADOPTED; READ THIR D TIME; PASSED AS AHEIIIDEO;
YEAi 119 NAYS
O -HJ 00473
05/20/83 SENATE IN MESSAGES
05/25/83 SENATE CONCURR ED; C/S PAS SED AS AMENDED; YEAS 34 NAYS
o;
ORDERED ENGROSSED, THEN ENROLLED -SJ 00�41
0>/30/83 SENATE SIGNED BY OFFICtRS ANO PRESENTED TO buVtRNOR -SJ 00522
Ob/Oo/83
APPROVED SY bOVERNOR C HAPTER NO. 83-75
S 0183 GENERAL 8ILL BY CHILOtRS, DON !COMPARE CS/H 0378 1 H 06251
f.RAUDULEkT PRAC.Jrn; DtFINES TERM "�HIT E PLASTIC• FUR PURPOSES OF STATE
�REDIT CARD LRIHE ACT; PROVIDES THAT PERSONS OTHER THAN PURPORTED ISSUER
WHO POSSESS l OR HORE FALSE CRtDIT CARDS ARE PRESUMED uUILTY OF CR EDIT
�ARD FORGERY; PROVIDES PENALTY, ETC. AMENDS 817.58,.bO; CR EATES 81 7.b4b.
EFFECTIVE DAT E: 10/Ul/83.
02/09/83 SENATE PREFILED
02/11/83 SENATt REFERRED TU C OMMERCE, JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL
04/05/83 SENATE INTROOUCEU, R EFtRREO TO COHHtRCE, JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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S luNEO BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO �OVcRNOR
APPROVtD BY bUVtRNOR CHAPTER NO. 63-116

H Ul4b GENERAL BILL SY DANSON Ai.D UTHERS I IOENTICAL 5 10:,�, COMPARE S DL:,B)
r.wil.liO..I...U.lLSJ.i�AfilJ;.S; AUTHORIZES COUNTIES & MUNlCIPAL!TlE5 TO ADOPT
MANDATORY MINIMUM TERMS uF IMPRISUNMtNT & OThER MANDATORY FORM S OF
PUNlShMtNT FOR VIOLAllONS Uf CtRTAIN LAMS RE CONIROLLtU SUBSTANCES
WITHIN THtlR BORDERS; Rt�UIRES IMPOSITION OF SUCH SENTtNCt5. AMENDS
893. 13. EFFECTIVE UAlt: 10/01/63.
02/0£/83 HOUSt P RtFILtD
Ol/03/83 HOUSE REfERRtL TU CRIMINAL JUSTICE, AP�ROPRIATIONS
v4/0 5/83 HOUSt lNTRODUCtO, REftRREU TG CRIMINAL JUSTICE,
APPR OPR lATIGN S -HJ 0002 5
04/18/83 HUUSE SUBREFERRtJ TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRlHlNAL CUDE
Ob/03/83 HOUSE INDEFINITELY Po�TPUNED & M/D (SCR 1209); wAS IN
CDIVIITTtc ON �RIMINAL JUSTICE
H 0147 GENERAL bill BY DANSON
-'JJ1111UN1TY COLLt�tS; REHOVtS llHITAlION RE MANATEE COUNTY COMMUNITY
COLLEGE OlSTRICT BOARD OF TRUSTEES. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/B�.
02/02/b3 HOUSE PRtFILED
Ol/03/83 HOUSt REFERRED TU HlGhER EUUCATION
04/0 5/83 HuU St ll'tlRUOOCE:lJ, RtftRRED TO HIGHER tOUCAT !UN -HJ OCOZ 5
04/08/b3 HOUSE ON COMHITTEt AGtNDA- HIGHER EDUCATION, Zl4C, 3:00 PM,
O'o/12/83
04/1.>/83 HOUSE CUM"• REPORT: UNFAVORABLE, LAID UN TABLt UNDER RULE BY
HIGHt R EDUCATION -HJ 00182
H 0148 6ENERAL BILL/CS BY CRIMINAL JUSTICE, CARLTON, hANSu/11 AND OlHtRS
lluENTlCAL CS/S Uld2, COMPARE H ll271
CHILu AbUSE; �ROVlOES PENALTlcS FOR EMPLOYING, AUTHORIZING, OR INDUCING
CHILD Of LE S 5 THAN 18 YRS. OF AGt TO ENGAGE IN SEXUAL LONOUCT IN A
5tXUAL PERFOR�ANCt; PROVIDES PENALTltS FOR CGNSENTING llJ PARTI CIPATION
OF SUCH CHI LO IN SEXUAL PERflJRHANCt, tTC. AMENDS CH. 827, 450, 948;
REPEALS 847. 014. EFFECTIVE DATE: l0/0l/b3.
Ol/OZ/83 HOUSE P REFILED
Ol/03/63 HOUSE REFERRED TO CRIMINAL JUSTICl
0l/U9/8.i HOU5E UN COHMlTTtE AGENDA- SUBCOHH, CRIM. JUSTICt, 314 HOB,
l PM , 02/ l.8/d.i
lJ4/05/b3 HOUSE INTRODUCtu, RtFERRED TO CRIMINAL JUSllCE -HJ G002 5
04/0b/63 HOUSE ON CuMKlTTtE AGENDA-- CRHUNAL JUSlICE, .H4 HOB,
2:15PH, 04/ il/63
04/2 0/83 HOUSE COMN. Rt.PORT: C/S PLACED ON CAL�NDAR BY CRIMINAL
JUSTICE -HJ 00216
0�/17/63 HOUSt PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; C/S REAU FIRST ANO
SECOND TIMES -HJ 004�1
0�/19/83 HOUSl: IOEN./Sl"• SENATE BILL SUBSTITUTED; L AID ON TABLE UNUER
RULE, IDEN./SIH./COMPARl BILL PAS SED, RtFER TO C/S SB
182 (CH. 83-7�) -HJ 00472
H 0149 GENERAL BILL/CS BY REGULATCR1 REFORM, CARLTON, GRI NDLE, REYNULOS
AND OTHERS (SIMILAR CS/S 00641
.l'.JU.'lAIL.llill�.IliiA.I..U.B.:i; RtwUlRES SELF-EMPLOYED lNVESTIGA lOR5,
REPOSSESSORS, & LERTAIN PRLLESS SERVtR5 TO HOLD CtRTAIN LILlNSES;
REQUIRES DI SPLAY OF COMPAN Y NAMt � LICENSE NUHbER ON CARu>, �T ATIONlRY,
L AOVtRTISl�G, tTC. AMtNOS CH. 493; CREATES 493.3065,.32/; RtENACT S
493. 574,.�75. EFFE6TIVE uAft: 10/01/83.
0L/0L/b3 HOUSt P REFILED
02/03/63 HOUSt REFERRED TO REGULATURY REFORM, APPROPKIATIONS
03/ll/6.i tiOUSE ON COMMllTtE AGENDA-- SUBCOHH ., RcG. REFORM, lb HOb,
9:00 AM, Q_;/.>l/b3
04/05/8� HOUSt INTR UDUCEU, REFERRED TO REGUL ATORY REFORM,
APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00025; ON COIVIITTE:E AGENDA-
REGULATORY KtFORM, 413 C, 8:00 AH, 04/0b/6.i
04/15/83 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: C/S BY REGULATORY REFORM -HJ 00195; NUW
IN APPROPRIATIONS
05/0U63 HOU.stc SUBREFEKktD Tu SUB(.OMMI THE ON GENtRAL C,OVtRl'-lMENT !SUB.
l. I l i DN CU1HlTTEE AGENDA-- SUbCUMM., AP PROP., d'• C,
4:00 PM, CJj/04/83
CONTINUcD ON NEXT PAGE
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ON COMMITTEE AGENDA-- APPROPRIATIONS, 21 HUb, 1:ou PH,
05/05/8:,
COMM. REPORt: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CA LENDAR BY
IIPPROPRiATI CNS -HJ 00353
PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER C ALENlJAR
C/S READ FIRST Ai'-lD SECOND TIMES; kEAD THIRD TIME; C/S
PASS ED; Y tAS 110 NAYS
O -HJ 008 36
IN MESSAGES
RECEIVED, REFERRED TO GUVE:RNMENTAL OPERATIONS
-SJ OOob)
INDEFINITELY POSTPONED & M/D (SCR 120�1; WAS IN
COMHITTtt ON GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS

H 01'>0 LOCAL bill BY PAJCIC
.J.MJS.�ti:liilELREL!Ef/Htl!JltRL.5.E.Y.!IWJl.i (BY REQUEST) AUTHORIZE, & DIRECTS
CITY OF JACKSONVILLE TO PROV!OE APPROPRIATION TO COMPENSATE HERBERT C.
SEYMOUR, 11, FOR AN INJURY SUSTAINED WHILE PERFORMING HIS DUTIES A S AN
APPRENTICE JOURNEYMAN LINEMAN. CLAIM: $750,000. EfftCTIVE DIITt:
Ob/07/83.
02/Dl/b3 HOUSE PREFI LED
Ol/03/63 HOUSE REFERRtD TO JUDICIARY, APPROPRIATIONS
04/05/83 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TD JUDICIARY, APPROPRIATIONS
-HJ 0006
04/22/83 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- JUDICIARY, 317 6, 6:00 AM,
04/27/83
05/0.1:/83 HOUSE COMM. RtPORT: FAVORA B LE WITH AMEND. bY JUDlLlAR\
-HJ 00303; NOW IN APPROPRIATIONS
05/05/63 HOUSE WITHDRAWN FRUM APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00321; f'LALEO ON
CALENDAR
05/06/83 HOUSE PLACED CN SPECIAL ORDER CALENUAR; READ SECUNu TIME;
AHEND"ENT� ADOPTED -HJ 00348
05/09/83 HOUSE READ THIRD TIME; PASSED AS AMENDED; Y tAS 81. NAYS 31
-HJ 00.>57
05/09/63 SENA TE IN MESSAGES
05/11/83 SENA Tt RECEIVEu, REFtRREO TO T HE SPECIAL MASTER FOR CLAIM
BILLS, FINANCE, TAX ATION ANO CLAIMS -SJ U0248; COHH.
REPORT: F AVORABLE BY THE SPECIAL MASTEK FOR CLAIM
BILL S; NOW IN FINANCE, TAX ATION AND LLAIM S -SJ 00245
05/1 7/83 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE FINANCE:, TAXATION
ANO CLAIMS
05/19/83 SENATE ON COMMITTEE AGtNDA-- FINANCE, TAX. & CLAlMS, 5/l3/83,
12:l� PH, RH. lC
05/23/83 SENATE CDl!K. RcPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED uN CALENDAR BY FINANCE,
TAXATION AND CLAIMS -SJ 00335
05/31/6.> SE NA TE PLACED Cl'-i SPtCIIIL ORDER CALENlJAR; PASSED; YtAS 33 NAYS
0 -S J 00573
05/31/83 HOUSE ORDERED ENROLLtD
Ob/06/83 HOUSE SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 63-42b
Ob/07/6J
H 01�1 GENERAL BILL BY WILLI AMS
liAfilc--'--.fB.t.SHilAll!L.E.J..Sti; ELIMINATES AUTHORITY UF ANY UFFI(.tR OF GAME &
FRESH WATER FISH COMMISSION TO GO UPON All P RE:MIStS, POSltD OR
OTHERWISE, TO ENFORCE GAME: & FISH LAMS. AMENDS 372.07. EFFE:LllVE DATE:
10/01/63.
02/02/83 HOUSE PRtFILEO
U2/07/8J HOUSE REFERRED TO N AlURAL RES OURCES
(J3/03/8j HOUSE SUBREfERRED Tu SUdCOHHITTEE ON LI VING kESWkCtS
03/08/83 HOUSE ON CO"MllTEE AGENDA- SUBCOMH, NATURA L RESOURCES, 212
HOd, 9AM, 3/29/83
04/05/83 HOUSE INTRODUCED, RtfERREO TO NATURAL R tSOJRCES -HJ 0002bi
SUIIREFERRE:D TO 5UBCOHMITTEE ON LIVING RE:�OU�CES
04/07/6:, HOUSE: MITHDRA ... FRUM NATURAL RESOURCES; WITHDRAWN FROM
FURTHtR C�SIDtRATION -HJ 00081
H 01�2 GtNERAL BILL/CS bY VETERAN� AFFAIRS, SAMPLE, KELLY, NtR�ARO AND OlHERS
(SlHILAk > 0935)
VETERANS' AllalRS UEPART11tNl; LRE:ATES SAID DEPT.; 1RAN5FER5 VETERANS'
AFFAIRS lJlV. Of D.O.A. TD SAID DEPT. ; PROVIDES POWERS & DUTIES ;
CONTINUtD ON NEXT PAGE
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13-287A-83
A bill to be entitled

1
2

An act relating to child abuse; creating s.

3

827.071, Florida Statutes, providing

4

definitions; prohibiting any person from

5

pr�moting a sexual performance by a child;

6

providing a penalty; amending ss. 847.012(l)(f)

7

and 847.0l3(l)(f), Florida Statutes, redefining

8

the terms "harmful to juveniles" and "harmful

9

to minors" with respect to obscenity laws to

10

provide that material is harmful if it is

11

without serious literary, artistic, political,

12

or scientific value; amending s. 847.07(2)(b),

13

Florida Statutes, redefining the term "obscene"

14

to include material which is without serious

15

literary, artistic, political, or scientific

16

value; providing an effective date.

17
181 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
19
20

sic:tlon T:

Section a21.071, E'lorida Statutes, is

211 created to read:
22

827.071

Promoting a sexual performance by a child.-

23

(1)

As used in this section:

24

(a)

"Sexual conduct" means actual or simulated sexual

25

intercourse, deviate sexual intercourse, sexual bestiality,

261

masturbation, sado-masochistic abuse, or lewd display or

271 exhibition of the genitals.
28
291

(b)

"Performance" means any play, motion picture,

photograph or dance.

Performance also means any other visual

301 representation exhibited before an audience.
31
1
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(c)

11

"Promote" means to procure, manufacture, issue,

21 sell, give, proviqe, lend, mail, deliver, transfer, transmute,

3

publish, distribute, circulate, disseminate, present, exhibit

41 or advertise, or to offer or agree to do the same.
(2)

SI

A person is guilty of promoting a sexual

61 performance by a child when, knowing the character and content
71 thereof, he produces, directs or promotes any performance
81 which includes sexual conduct by a child.
(3)

91

Any person who promotes a sexual performance by a

101 child is guilty of a felony of the third degree, punishable as
111 provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.
121

Section 2.

14

847.012

16

(1)

Paragraph (f) of subsection (1) of section

131 847.012, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

Prohibition of sale or other distribution of

15 1 harmful materials to persons under 17 years of age; penalty.-(f)

17

As used in this section:

"Harmful to juveniles" means that quality of any

181 description or representation, in whatever form, of nudity,
19

sexual conduct, sexual excitement, or sadomasochistic abuse,

201 when it:

21

1.

Predominantly appeals to the prurient, shameful, or

2.

Is patently offensive to prevailing standards in

22

morbid interest of juveniles, and

24

the adult community as a whole with respect to what is

23

25

suitable material for juveniles, and

27

or scientific value ���er�y wi��e�� reaeefflift� eeeia�

26
28

3.

Is without serious literary, artistic, political,

iffl�er�aaee for juveniles.
Section 3.

29

Paragraph (f) of subsection (l) of section

301 847.013, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
31

2
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847.013

Exposing minors to harmful motion pictures,

21 exhibitions, showa, presentations, or representations.-3

(1)

DEFINITIONS.--As used in this section:

4

(f)

"Harmful to minors" means that quality of any

SI description, exhibition, presentation, or representation, in
61 whatever form, of nudity, sexual conduct, sexual excitement,

71 or �adomasochistic abuse, when it:
8

1.

Predominantly appeals to the prurient, shameful or

91 morbid interest of minors, and
10

Is patently offensive to prevailing standards in

2.

11

the adult community as a whole with respect to what is

12

suitable for minors, and

13

Is without serious literary, artistic, political,

3.

141 or scientific value ���e�iy wt��e�� �eeeeMtft� eeeta!
151 tM�e��aftee for minors.
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Section 4.

Paragraph (b) of subsection (2) of section

847.07, Florida Statutes,, is amended to read:
847.07

Distribution of obscene materials; penalties;

"wholesale promote" defined.-Considered as a whole and applying community

(2)

standards, material is obscene if:
It is without serious literary, artistic,

(b)

political, or scientific ���e�!y w���e�� �eeeeM�ft� eeeia!

24 I value; and
25

Section 5.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1983.

26
27

*****************************************'

28

HOUSE SUMMARY

29

Prohibits any person from promoting a sexual performance
by a child (which includes any person who knows the
character and content of such a performance and
thereafter produces, directs, or promotes any performance
which includes sexual conduct by a minor) and provides a

30
31

3
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1
2
3

third degree felony penalty for violation. Amends
various provisions of the state's obscenity law to
include, as obscene, material which is without serious
literary, artistic, political, or scientific value.

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
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Child Abuse

I.

REFERENCE

1

CS/SB 182 by
Senator Crawford
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SUMMARY:

A.

Present Situation:
The United States and Florida Constitutions both guarantee
freedom of speech. This protection does not extend to speech
which is legally obscene.
In the area of child pornography, the U.S. Supreme Court has
carved out an even broader exception to the protection normally
given freedom of speech in New York v. Ferber, - U.S. - , 73
L.Ed.2d 1113, 102 s.ct. 3348 (!982). Live performances or
visual reproductions of children engaged in sexual conduct are
not "protected speech." The material produced does not have to
be proved legally obscene as an element of any of the involved
offenses. The Court recognized that the advertising and
selling of child pornography provides an economic motive for
the production of the material and must be controlled in order
to effectively combat this growing national problem.
Therefore, the dissemination of the finished product as well as
involvement in its production can be strictly punished.
There are several Florida statutes dealing with the problem of
child pornography. It is a crime to hire the child for use in
the production of child pornography, to produce the material or
to distribute the final product. A parent or legal guardian
who exploits a child or allows a child to be exploited in this
manner is guilty of child abuse. Prosecution for crimes
directly relating to the child's participation in the
presentation, such as procuring the child or directing the
production, requires only that the presentation depict sexual
conduct. In order to punish the dissemination of the product,
the material must be proved to he legally obscene.

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
This bill would criminalize, within Chapter 827 "Abuse of
Children or Disabled or Aged Persons," involvement in child
pornography from production through dissemination. To secure
conviction the material would have to include sexual conduct by
a child but would not have to be proved legally obscene. A
person hiring or inducing a child to engage in a sexual
performance, or a parent or legal guardian who consents to the
child's participation, would be guilty of a second degree
felony. A person producing, promoting or distributing a
performance which includes sexual conduct by a child would be
guilty of a second degree felony. A person possessing with the
intent to promote any visual representation including sexual
conduct by a child would be guilty of a second degree felony.
Possession of three or more copies of such material would be
prima facie evidence of such intent.
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This bill would repeal or amend existing Florida Statutes so
that the proposed legislation would be the only statute
criminalizing the use of children in a sexual performance.
This would not lessen the scope of behavior criminalized, but
rather condenses all relevant crimes into one statute.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
None.

B.

Government:
None.

III.

COMMENTS:
The proposed legislation appears to be within the scope of the
authority delineated in Ferber.

IV.

AMENDMENTS:
None.

STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES CONTAINED IN
COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE BILL 1..8..2

Increases the range of behavior that is criminalized re
garding persons involved in the creation or distribution
of child pornography. Removes from the bill sections
relating to obscenity standards. Repeals and amends
sections of Florida Statutes overlapping with behavior
criminalized in this bill.
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2

An act relating to child abuse; amending s.

3

450.151, Florida Statutes; removing the

4

prohibition against using a child for obscene,

s

indecent or immoral purposes; amending s.

6

827.07(2)(d), Florida Statutes; removing the

7

prohibition against a parent or other

8

responsible person exploiting a child for

9

pornographic purposes; creating s. 827.071,

10

Florida Statutes; providing definitions;

11

providing penalties for employing, authorizing,

12

or inducing a child of less than 18 years of

13

age to engage in sexual conduct in a sexual

14

performance; providing penalties for consenting

15

to the participation of such child in a sexual

..

16

performance; providing penalties for promoting

17

such a performance by a child; providing

c....!

18

penalties for possession with intent to promote

19

any representation of sexual conduct by a

20

child; repealing s. 847.014, Florida Statutes,

21

relating to minors participating in harmful

5
�
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=E
i

.. 0
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g
�-;
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22

motion pictures, exhibitions, shows,

23

presentations, or representations; providing an

24

effective date.

25
26

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

27
28
29
30

Section 1.

Section 450.151, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
450.151

Hiring and employing; penalty.--

31
1
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(1)

CS for SB 182
Whoever takes, receives, hires, employs, uses,

21 exhibits, or in any manner or under any pretense sei!s7

31 appPea�iees 7 givee away7 ie�s

•��T

eP e�herwise aispeses ef �e

CS for SB 182

. 307-1466-83
l.

Inflicts, or allows to be inflicted, upon the child

2

physical or mental injury, including injury sustained as a

3

result of excessive corporal punishment;

41 aay persea aay ehi!a i� yeaPs ef age eP ye�agep fep aay

4

SI eeeeeae 7 iaaeeea� 7 er i!M\epai p�rpese7 er fer �he prea�etiea

5

61 ef aay phe�egraph7 Me�iea pie�are 7 eMi&i�iea7 shew 7

6

2.

Commits, or allows to be col!ll!litted, sexual battery,

as defined in chapter 794, against the child;
3.

Exploits a child, or allows a child to be

71 represea�a�iea7 er effler presea�a�iea whieh7 ia wheie er ia

7

81 P""'�T septe�s eeKaai eeaa�e�T eeKaai eKei�eMea�7 er

exploited, fer peraegraphie p�rpeses as provided in ss�

8

91 saaefflaeeeh¼e�ie ae�ee iaveivtag a ffliaer 7 er ea�eee 7 preearee7

84��9¼4 aaa !.:.. 450.151, or for prostitution;

9

4.

Abandons the child;

10

5.

Fails to provide the child with supervision or

10

er eaee�rages aay ehiia �e eagage �here,a7 ep hae ia eae�eay

11

eay saeh ehiia fer aay ef �heee parpeees 7 er fer er ,a aay

12

e�etaese7 eKhi&t�iea7 er veea�tea ia;�rte�s te �he heai�h er

13

saagere�e �e �e life er iiee ef eaeh ehiia7 er eaaees er

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

pree�ree er eaeearagee aay saeh ehiia �e eagage thereia7 er
causes or permits any e�eh child 17 years of age or younger to
suffer, or inflicts upon it unjustifiable physical pain or
mental suffering, or willfully causes or permits the life of
any such child to be endangered or its health to be injured,
or such child to be placed in such situation that its life may
be endangered or its health injured, or has in custody any
such child for any of the purposes aforesaid, shall be guilty
of a felony of the second degree, punishable as provided in s.

2 31 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.
24

Section 2.

Paragraph (d) of subsection (2) of section

251 827.07 is amended to read:
26

827.07

27

(2)

DEFINITIONS.--As used in this section:

28

(d)

"Harm" to a child's health or welfare can occur

291

Abuse or neglect of children.--

when the parent or other person responsible for the child's

30 I welfare:

11

guardianship by specific acts or omissions of a serious nature

12

requiring the intervention of the department or the court; or
6.

13

Fails to supply the child with adequate food,

141 clothing, shelter, or health care, although financially able
151 to do so or although offered financial or other means to do
161

so; however, a parent or other person responsible for the

17

child's welfare legitimately practicing his religious beliefs,

18

who by reason thereof does not provide specified medical

19

treatment for a child, shall not be considered abusive or

20I

neglectful for that reason alone, but such an exception shall

21 I not:
22

23
24

25
26

a.

Eliminate the requirement that such a case be

reported to the department;
b.

Prevent the department from investigating such a

case; or
c.

Preclude a court from ordering, when the health of

27

�e child requires it, the provision of medical services by a

28

physician, as defined herein, or treatment by a duly

29

accredited practitioner who relies solely on spiritual means

30

for healing in accordance with the tenets and practices of a

311 well-recognized church or religious organization.

31
2

3
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Section 3.

l

21 created to read,
827.071

3

4
6

Section 827.071, Florida Statutes, is

As used in this section the following definitions

(a)

"Sexual performance" means any performance or part

2

sexual performance, if, knowing the character and content

5

18 years of age to engage in a sexual performance or, being a

61 parent, legal guardian or custodian of such child, consents to

8

9

9

7 the participation by such child in a sexual performance.
1

"Sexual conduct" means actual or simulated sexual

101 intercourse, deviate sexual intercourse, sexual bestiality,

11
1

121 the genitals.
(c)

isl
16

Performance also means any other visual

representation exhibited before an audience.
(d)

"Promote" means to procure, manufacture, issue,

17 sell, give, provide, lend, mail, deliver, transfer, transmute,
1
18

publish, distribute, circulate, disseminate, present, exhibit

191 or advertise, or to offer or agree to do the same.
20

(e)

12

"Performance" means any play, motion picture,

141 photograph, or dance.

"Simulated" means the explicit depiction of any of

Whoever violates this subsection is guilty of a felony of the
second degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s.

101 775.083, or s. 775.084.

lll masturbation, sado-maaochistic abuse, or lewd exhibition of
13

A person is guilty of the use of a child in a

41 thereof, he employs, authorizes, or induces a child less than

18 years o! age.
(b)

(2)

3

7 thereof which includes sexual conduct by a child of less than
1

8

cs for SB 182

ll otherwise physically restrained on the part of one so clothed.

Sexual performance by a child; penalties.-

(1)

5 I shall apply:

307-1466-83

-

(3)

A person is guilty of promoting a sexual

performance by a child when, knowing the character and content

13

thereof, he produces, directs, or promotes any performance

15

age.

14
16

17

18

which includes sexual conduct by a child less than 18 years of
Whoever violates this subsection is guilty of a felony

of the second degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s.
775.083, or s. 775.084.
(4)

It ia unlawful for any person to possess with the

19

intent to promote any photograph, motion picture, exhibition,

20

show, representation, or other presentation which, in whole or

21

the conduct set forth in paragraph (b) which creates the

21

in part, includes any sexual conduct by a child.

23

portion of the breasts, genitals, or buttocks.

23

picture, representation, or presentation, is prima facie

25

bet:veen persons not married to each other consisting of the

appearance of such conduct and which exhibits any uncovered

22

24

26

1

(f)

"Deviate sexual intercourse" means sexual conduct

29

30

1

31

(g)

"Sado-masochistic abuse" means flagellation or

torture by or upon a person clad in undergarments, a mask or

bizzarre costume, or the condition of being fettered, bound or
4
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possession of 3 or more copies of such photograph, motion

241 evidence of an intent to promote.

contact between the penis and the anus, the mouth and the

27 penis, or the mouth and the vulva.
1
28

22

The

Whoever violates this

25

subsection is guilty of a felony of the second degree,

27
1
28

775.084.

261 punishable aa provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s.
-

29

30

31

Section 4.

Section 847.014, Florida Statutes, is

Section 5.

This act shall take effect October l, 1983.

hereby repealed.

5
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STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES CONTAINED IN
COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE BILL ...l.B.2--

Increases the range of behavior that is criminalized re
garding persons involved in the creation or distribution
of child pornography. Removes from the bill sections
relating to obscenity standards. Repeals and amends
sections of Florida Statutes overlapping with behavior
criminalized in this bill.
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Child Abuse

I.

REFERENCE

CS/SB 182 by
Senator Crawford

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
The United States and Florida Constitutions both guarantee
freedom of speech. This protection does not extend to speech
which is legally obscene.
In the area of child pornography, the U.S. Supreme Court has
carved out an even broader exception to the protection normally
given freedom of speech in New York v. Ferber, - U.S. - , 73
L.Ed.2d 1113, 102 s.ct. 3348 (1982). Live performances or
visual reproductions of children engaged in sexual conduct are
not "protected speech." The material produced does not have to
be proved legally obscene as an element of any of the involved
offenses. The Court recognized that the advertising and
selling of child pornography provides an economic motive for
the production of the material and must be controlled in order
to effectively combat this growing national problem.
Therefore, the dissemination of the finished product as well as
involvement in its production can be strictly punished,
There are several Florida statutes dealing with the problem of
child pornography. It is a crime to hire the child for use in
the production of child pornography, to produce the material or
to distribute the final product. A parent or legal guardian
who exploits a child or allows a child to be exploited in this
manner is guilty of child abuse. Prosecution for crimes
directly relating to the child's participation in the
presentation, such as procuring the child or directing the
production, requires only that the presentation depict sexual
conduct. In order to punish the dissemination of the product,
the material must be proved to be legally obscene.
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NOTE: This analysis reflects the nature of the bill as it left the
Committee on Judiciary-Criminal. Any further changes to the bill are not
included in this analysis. See the "Comments" section for the final
procedural action taken by the Legislature.
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B.

2

Effect of Proposed Changes:
This bill would criminalize, within Chapter 827 "Abuse of
Children or Disabled or Aged Persons," involvement in child
pornography from production through dissemination. To secure
conviction the material would have to include sexual conduct by
a child but would not have to be proved legally obscene. A
person hiring or inducing a child to engage in a sexual
performance, or a parent or legal guardian who consents to the
child's participation, would be guilty of a second degree
felony. A person producing, promoting or distributing a
performance which includes sexual conduct by a child would be
guilty of a second degree felony. A person possessing with the
intent to promote any visual representation including sexual
conduct by a child would be guilty of a second degree felony.
Possession of three or more copies of such material would be
prima facie evidence of such intent.
This bill would repeal or amend existing Florida Statutes so
that the proposed legislation would be the only statute
criminalizing the use of children in a sexual performance.
This would not lessen the scope of behavior criminalized, but
rather condenses all relevant crimes into one statute.

II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
None.

B.

Government:
None.

III.

COMMENTS:
The proposed legislation appears to be within the scope of the
authority delineated in Ferber.
Final Update: CS/SB 182 passed both houses of the Legislature and
was approved by the Governor on June 6, 1983. It was incorporated
into the Laws of Florida as Chapter No. 83-75.

IV.

AMENDMENTS:
None.
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JOURNAL OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Votes after roll call:
Yeas-Sanderson
So the bill passed, as amended, and was certified to the Senate
after engrossment.
CS/HB 148 was taken up. On motions by Rep. Carlton, the rules
were waived andCS for SB 18�A bill to be entitled An act relating to child
abuse; amending s. 450.151, Florida Statutes; removing the prohi
bition against using a child for obscene, indecent or immoral pur
poses; amending s. 827.07 (2) (d), Florida Statutes; removing the
prohibition against a parent or other responsible person exploiting
a child for pornographic purposes; creating s. 827.071, Florida Stat
utes; providing definitions; providing penalties for employing, au
thorizing, or inducing a child of less than 18 years of age to engage
in sexual conduct in a sexual performance; providing penalties for
consenting to the participation of such child in a sexual perfor
mance; providing penalties for promoting such a performance by a
child; providing penalties for possession with intent to promote any
representation of sexual conduct by a child; repealing s. 847.014,
Florida Statutes, relating to minors participating in harmful mo
tion pictures, exhibitions, shows, presentations, or representations;
providing an effective date.
-a similar or companion measure, was taken up, read the second
time by title, and iiUbstituted for CSIHB 148. Under the rule, CS!HB
148 was laid on the table.
Representative Martinez offered the following amendment:
Amendment 1-On page 1, line 28, strike everything after the
enacting clause and insert: Section 1. Section 450.151, Florida Stat
utes, is amended to read:

450.151 Hiring and employing; penalty.-

May 19, 1983

Section 2. Paragraph (d} of subsection (2) of section 827.07, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
827.07

Abuse or neglect of children.-

(2) DEFINITIONS.-As used in this section:
(d) "Harm" to a child's health or welfare can occur when the
parent or other person responsible for the child's welfare:
1. Inflicts, or allows to be inflicted, upon the child physical or
mental injury, including injury sustained as a result of excessive
corporal punishment;
2. Commits, or allows to be committed, sexual battery, as de
fined in chapter 794, against the child;
3. Exploits a child, or allows a child to be exploited, fu1 poi no
g1ttphic ptttpo!!es as provided ins. !I!!. 8fi.8H ttnd 450.151, or for
prostitution;
4.

Abandons the child;

5. Fails to provide the child with supervision or b'llardianship
by specific acts or omissions of a serious nature requiring the inter
vention of the department or the court; or
6. Fails to supply the child with adequate food, clothing, shel
ter, or health care, although financially able to do so or although
offered financial or other means to do so; however, a parent or other
person responsible for the child's welfare legitimately practicing
his relib>ious beliefs, who by reason thereof does not provide speci
fied medical treatment for a child, shall not be considered abusive
or neglectful for that reason alone, but such an exception shall not:
a. Eliminate the requirement that such a case be reported to
the department;
b. Prevent the department from investigating such a case; or
c. Preclude a court from ordering, when the health of the child
requires it, the provision of medical services by a physician, as
defined herein, or treatment by a duly accredited practitioner who
relies solely on spiritual means for healing in accordance with the
tenets and practices of a well-recognized church or religious
organization.

ffi Whoever takes, receives, hires, employs, uses, exhibits, or in
any manner or under any pretense sells, app1entieu, gi, e5 " .. a,,
let:! 11ut, 01 11the. .. i11e di::,p11acs ofto 1rn, per ;,on an, child 17, ttt1 s of
11:ge 01 ) ounger fu1 ttl'i) obdec11c, intleecnt, or in11no1 al pttt po,;c, 11r for
Section 3. Paragraph (cl of subsection (2) of section 948.03, Flor
the p1ocluction 11f ttn) photograph, m11ti611 pi(turc, exhibition, sh11.. ,
1ep1eacntation, 01 other pteJcntatitin .. hieh, in nlw!e 01 in part, ida Statutes, is amended to read:
clcpict:a eextta! conclttct, !!eXttal cxcitcn,ent, 01 saclomtts6Chistie i,bu!!e
948.03 Terms and conditions of probation.in,ol.ing t1 n1i1101, 01 ct111ses, p16Ct11es, or c11cou1t1ges an, child to
engttge thei ein, 01 hi,s in eustocl, ttli) such child fut 111,, tif thc:,c
(2J The court shall require a diagnosis and evaluation to deter
ptttposes, 01 fen 01 in an:r bttsincss, exhibition, 01 t6Ctttion i1rju1 i mine the need of a probationer for treatment. If the court deter
011s to the hei,lth 01 clemgu ous to the life 01 !in,bs of such ehi!tl, or mines that a need therefor is established by such diagnosis and
cattses 01 pt octu C3 01 cncom agc:1 an) such child to engage ther cin, evaluation process, the court shall require outpatient counseling as
M causes or permits any SttCh child Less than 18 years of age to a term or condition of probation for any person who was found
suffer, or inflicts upon it unjustifiable physical pain or mental guilty of any of the following, or whose pica of guilty or nolo
suffering, or willfully causes or permits the life of any such child to contendere to any of the following was accepted by the court:
be endangered or its health to be injured, or such child to he placed
(c) Exploitation of a child fu1 por nog, ttphic purpose�, as pro
in such situation that its life may be endangered or its health
450.151 ttncl 847.8H,, or for prostitution.
injured, or has in custody any such child for any of the purposes vided ins.
aforesaid, shall be guilty of a felony of the second degree, punisha
Such counseling shall be required to be obtained from a community
ble as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.
mental health center, a recognized social service agency providing
mental health services, or a private mental health professional or
(2) ,'*i:s asecl in this section.
through other professional counseling. The plan for counseling for
(a) "Sextta! conclttct" n1e11:n11 aeb of mastttt btttion, sexui,l inter the individual shall be provided to the court for review.
cot11de, 01 pn,11ie11:I contact .. ith 11: pe111on's dothecl 01 ttndothctl
Section 4. Section 827 .071, Florida Statutes, is created to read:
genitals, pubic a1 ett, buttocb, 01, if such pet :!6n bt t1 ft:malc, b1 ettst
or an, act 01 conduct .. hich constitutes the e11n,mi:!:1io1t of sexual
827.071 Sexual performance by a child; perialties.baU.el") e,r uttggc:!ts that ut:teh erin1c i:; being 01 .. ill be ctimntittcd.
(1) As used iri this secti@, the following definitions shall apply:
fb) "Sex1111! excitement" mean:, the condition of human niak 01
female genitals .. hen in a !ltttte of :;cxt:1121 stimultttitin or a1Ot:1:!12I.
{a) "Sexual performance" means any performance or part thereof
which includes sexual conduct by a child of less than 18 years of age.
k) "Satlo1na:soehistic abu:!e" mett11s the flttgellatio1t or to1tm c
b, ot upon a pct son clad in untlc1gbl"ments, a nraslt, t11 b biEbl I e
(b) "Sexual conduct" means actual or simulated sexual inter
cost11rnc or the condition of being fette1ell, bound, 01 11thei "ise course, deviate sexual intercourse, sexual bestiality, masturbation,
ph, sieall, 1est! aincd on the pttrt of one 110 clothed.
sadomasochistic abuse, or lewd exhibition of the genitals.
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(c) "Performance" means any play, motion picture, photograph,
or dance. Performance also means any other visual representation
exhibited before an audience.
(d) "Promote" means to procure, manufacture, issue, se/� give,
provide, lend, mai� deliver, transfer, transmute, publish, distribute,
circulate, disseminate, present, exhibit, or advertise, or to vffer or
agree to do the same.

On motion by Rep. Carlton, the rules were waived and CS/SB
182, as amended, was read the third time by title. On passage, the
vote was:
Yeas-119

The Chair
Abrams
(e) "Simulated" means the explicit depiction of any of the con Allen
duct set forth in paragraph (b) which creates the appearance of such Armstrong
conduct and which exhibits any uncovered portion of the breasts, Arnold
Bailey
genitals, or buttocks.
Bankhead
(/) "Deviate sexual intercourse" means sexual conduct between Bass
persons not married to each other consisting of the contact between Bell
the penis and the anus, the mouth and the penis, or the mouth and Brantley
the vulva.
Bronson
Brown, C.
(g) "Sadomasochistic abuse" means {7,agellation or torture by or Brown, T. C.
upon a person clad in undergarments, a mask, or a bizarre costume, Burke
or the condition of being fettered, bound, or otherwise physically Burnsed
restrained on the part of one so clothed
Burrall
(2) A person is guilty of the use of a child in a sexual performance Carlton
if. knowing the character and content thereof, he employs, autho Carp enter
rizes, or induces a child less than 18 years of age to engage in a Casas
sexual performance or, being a parent, legal guardian, or custodian Clark
of such child, consents to the participation by such child in a sexual Clements
performance. Whoever violates this subsection is guilty of a felony of Combee
the second degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, Cortina
Cosgrove
or s. 775.084.
Crady
(3) A person is guilty of promoting a sexual performance by a Crotty
child when, knowing the character and content thereof. he produces, Danson
directs, or promotes any performance which includes sexual conduct Dantzler
by a child less than 18 years of age. Whoever violates this subsection Davis
is guilty of a felony of the second degree, punishable as provided in s. Deratany
775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.

(4) It is unlawful for any person to possess with the intent to
promote any photograph, motion picture, exhibition, show, represen
tation, or other presentation which, in whole or in part, includes any
sexual conduct by a child The possession of three or more copies of
such photograph, motion picture, representation, or presentation _is
prima facie evidence of an intent to promote. Whoever violates this
subsection is guilty of a felony of the second degree, punishable as
provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.

Deutsch
Drage
Dudley
Dunbar
Easley
Evans-Jones
Figg
Friedman
Gallagher
Gardner
Gordon
Grant
Grindle
Gustafson
Hanson
Hargrett
Harris
Hawkins, L. R.
Hawkins, M. E.
Hazouri
Healey
Hill
Hodges
Hollingsworth
Jamerson
Johnson, B. L.
Johnson, R. C.
Johnson, R. M.
Jones, C. F.
Jones, D. L.

Kelly
Kutun
Lawson
Lehman
Lehtinen
Lewis
Liberti
Lippman
Locke
Logan
Mackenzie
Martin
Martinez
McEwan
Meffert
Messersmith
Metcalf
Mills
Mitchell
Morgan
Murphy
Nergard
Ogden
Patchett
Peeples
Press
Ready
Reaves
Reddick
Reynolds

Richmond
Robinson
Ros
Sample
Sanderson
Selph
Shackelford
Shelley
Silver
Simon
Simone
Smith
Spaet
Stewart
Thomas
Thompson
Titone
Tobiassen
Tobin
Upchurch
Wallace
Ward
Watt
Webster
Weinstock
Wetherell
Williams
Woodru.ff
Young

Nays-None
So the bill passed, as amended, and was certified to the Senate
after engrossment.

HB 1046-A bill to be entitled An act relating to real estate
time-share plans; amending s. 721.02 (2), Florida Statutes, and add
ing a new subsection (3), providing'that full and fair disclosure to
purchasers and prospective purchasers of time-share plans is one of
Section 6. Section 847.014, Florida Statutel:I, is hereby repealed. the purposes of chapter 721, Florida Statutes; amending s. 721.03,
Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, relating to the scope of the
Section 6. This act shall take effect October 1, 1983.
chapter; amending s. 721.05, Florida Statutes, providing definitions;
amending s. 721.04, Florida Statutes, relating to certain time-share
Rep. Carlton moved the adoption of the amendment, which was plans; amending s. 721.06, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, re
adopted.
lating to contracts for the purchase of time-share periods; prohibit
ing attempts to obtain waivers of cancellation rights; providing
requirements for contracts; amending s. 721.07, Florida Statutes,
Representative Martinez offered the following title amendment:
providing procedures with respect to public offering statements;
Amendment 2-On page 1, lines 1-24, strike everything on said amending s. 721.08, Florida Statutes, relating to escrow provisions;
lines and insert: A bill to be entitled An act relating to child abuse; amending s. 721.09 (2), (3), and (4), Florida Statutes; requiring es
amending s. 450.151, Florida Statutes, removing the prohibition crow agents to maintain escrow accounts in a specified manner;
against using a child for obscene, indecent, or immoral purposes; providing a penalty for sellers or escrow agents who intentionally
amending ss. 827.07 (2) (d) and 948.03 (2) (c), Florida Statutes, to fail to comply with certain escrow deposit requirements; amending
conform; creating s. 827.071, Florida Statutes; providing definitions; s. 721.10, Florida Statutes, relating to the cancellation of purchase
providing penalties for employing, authorizing, or inducing a child transactions with respect to time-sharing; amending s. 721.11, Florida
of less than 18 years of age to engage in sexual conduct in a sexual Statutes; defining advertising materials and providing restrictions;
performance; providing penalties for consenting to the participa providing penalties; requiring disclosure with respect to certain
tion of such a child in a sexual performance; providing penalties for advertising; creating s. 721.111, Florida Statutes, relating to prize
promoting such a performance by a child; providing penalties for and gift promotional offers; providing requirements; providing penal
possession with intent to promote any representation of sexual ties; amending s. 721.12 (1), Florida Statutes, relating to recordkeeping
conduct by a child; repealing s. 847.014, Florida Statutes, relating by the seller; amending s. 721.13 (3) (e), Florida Statutes, and add
to minors participating in harmful motion pictures, exhibitions, ing a new subsection (4); requiring annual audits to be conducted in
shows, presentations, or representations; providing an effective date. a certain manner; requiring purchasers to approve certain agree
ments; amending s. 721.14, Florida Statutes, providing for the ap
Rep. Martinez moved the adoption of the amendment, which was pointment of a receiver to run the affairs of the association under
certain circumstances; amending s. 721.15 (2), Florida Statutes, and
adopted without objection.
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By Representative Carlton

A bill to be entitled
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An act relating to child abuse: creating s.
827.071, Florida Statutes, providing

definitions: prohibiting any person from

promoting a sexual performance by a child:
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providing a penalty; amending ss. 847.012(1)(f)
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or scientific value: amending s. 847.07(2)(b),
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to include material which is without serious
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without serious literary, artistic, political,
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"'en<+-�
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provide that material is harmful if it is

10 I

Florida Statutes, redefining the term "obscene"
literary, artistic, political, or scientific
value: providing an effective date.

16

181 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

19

2
Section 1.
0
21\ created to read:

- Q)
.o
en 22
:::, "'

827.071

a. Cl.
"' QJ

en
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ill

23
24

�

25

Section 827.071, Florida Statutes, is

Promoting a sexual performance by a child.-

As used in this section:

"Sexual conduct� me_s1_ns____<lctu�L or simulated sexual

intercourse, deviate sexual intercourse, sex�al bestiality,

� 1 masturbation, sado-masochistic abuse, or lewd display or
27, exhibition of the genitals.
281

(b)

I

"Performance" means any play, motion picture,

nl photograph or dance.
0

3 I
31

Performan�e_ �!_so_me_s1_ns____<llr£ other visual

re_Eresentation_ _gxh_ibit:ed before_an _audience.
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(c)

•�rqm�te" means to procure, manufacture, issue,

847.013

l:lus

21 sell, give, provide, lend, mail, deliver, transfer, transmute, I 1.22

JI publish, distribute, circulate, disseminate, present, exhibit
or advertise, or to offer or agree to do the same.
(2)

A pecson is guilty of promoting a sexual

1.23
1.24

l:lus

61 performance by a child when, knowing the character and content I 1.25
thereof, he produces, directs or promotes any pecformance

which includes sexual conduct by a child.

9

10

11

1

12

(3)

Any person who promotes a sexual performance by a

child is guilty of a felony of the third degree, punishable as

provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.
Section 2.

Paragraph (f) of subsection (1) of section

131 847.012, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
14

847.012

16

(1)

Prohibition of sale or other distribution of

151 harmful materials to persons under 17 years of age: penalty.--

171

(fl

As used in this section:

"Harmful to juveniles" means that quality of any

181 description or representation, in whatever form, of nudity,

191 sexual conduct, sexual excitement, or sadomasochistic abuse,
201 when it:
21

22

n
24

25
�

V

28

29

30

�

exhibitions, shows, presentations, or representations.-
(!)

W

(f)

1.28

DEFINITIONS.--As used in this section:

"Harmful to minors" means that quality of any

description, exhibition, presentation, or representation, in

61 whatever form, of nudity, sexual conduct, sexual excitement,
or sadomasochistic abuse, when it:

1.26

1.27

Exposing minors to harmful motion pictures,

1.

Predominantly appeals to the prurient, shameful or

2.

Is patently offensive to prevailing standards in

morbid interest of minors, and

10

111 the adult community as a whole with respect to what is

1

1.30

141 or scientific value tteeerly-wiehotte-redeeming-aoeial

1

1.31

16

Section

4.

1.33

18\

847.07

Distribution of obscene materials: penalties:

20

(2)

1.31

1.32

1.34

3.

13

Is without serious literary, artistic, political,

151 im�eE�anee for minors.

Paragraph (b) of subsection (2) of section

171 847.07, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

2.

Is

patently offensive to prevailing standards in

1.35
1.36

231 political, or scientific tteeerly-wiehotte-redeeming-aoeiai
241 value: and

1.37

26

J.

Ia without serious literary, artistic, political,

or scientific value tteeerly-wiehette-Eeeeefflin�-eeeial
¼mpereanee foe juveniles.
Section 3.

Paragraph (fl of subsection (1) of section

847.013, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
2
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1.37
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Section 5.

1.38

27

1. 40

29

1.39

1.41

I.

1.

l.

1.

Considered as a whole and applying community

211 standards, material is obscene if:

suitable material for juveniles, and

l.

l:•

1.34
1.35

l

19 I "wholesale promote" defined. --

Predominantly appeals to the prurient, shameful, or

the adult community as a whole with respect to what is

1

121 suitable for minors, and

1.29

1.

morbid interest of juveniles, and

1

30

I

1:

I 1:

This act shall take effect October 1, 1983. I 1.6

*****************************************
HOUSE SUMMARY

28

31

It is without serious literary, artistic,

1.

Prohibits any person from promoting a sexual performance
by a child (which includes any person who knows the
character and content of such a performance and
thereafter produces, directs, or promotes any performance
which includes sexual conduct by a minor) and provides a
third degree felony penalty for violation. Amends
various provisions of the state's obscenity law to
include, as obscene, material which is without serious
literary, artistic, political, or scientific value,
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HB 148 by Rep. Carlton
relating to child
abuse

DATE: FebruarY..J:2r 1983
REVISED:

OTHER COMMITTEES OF REFERENCE:
None

REVISED:
SENATE BILL:

I.

SUMMARY
A.

PRESENT SITUATION:

Section 827.07(2)(d)3, Florida Statutes, currently states
that the sexual exploitation of a child by a parent or other
person responsible for the child's welfare is considered child
abuse pursuant to ss. 847.014 and 450.151.
Sections 847.012, 847.013 and 847.07 presently define the
term "obscene" to include material that is utterly without
redeeming social importance or value.
B.

EFFECT OF PROPOSED CHANGES:

Section 1. This bill would create section 827.071, to
define as child abuse the promotion of a sexual performance by a
child. Any person performing such an act would be guilty of a
felony of the third degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082,
s. 775.083, s. 775.084.
Section 2. The term "obscene", as defined in ss. 847.012,
847.013, and 847.07, is redefined by this bill to include
material which is without serious literary, artistic, political,
or scientific value.
II.

FISCAL IMPACT
None apparent.

Thomas R. Tedcasdc, Staff Director
310 Hou.. Offlce Buildifll, llillahasstt, Florida 32301

(904) '88-9685
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III •

COMMENTS

The intent of this legislation is to facilitate the
prosecution of persons who promote any sexual performance by a
child, not necessarily obscene, when there is sexual conduct by
the child within that performance. A distinction is made in this
legislation between child abuse and pornography, with the focus
on the child abuser.
The United States Supreme Court, in its recent decision in
New York v. Ferber,
U.S.
, 73 L.Ed. 2d 1113, 102 S.Ct.
(1982), gave much greater latitude to the states to
legislate in the area of child abuse. The language contained
herein is patterned after the New York statute which was upheld
as constitutional in the Ferber decision. In Ferber, the court
held that:
(1) child pornography, like obscenity, is unprotected by
the First Amendment if it involves scienter and a visual
depiction of sexual conduct by children without serious
literary, artistic, political, or scientific value, (2)
the New York statute sufficiently described a category of
material the production and distribution of which was not
entitled to First Amendment protection, and (3) the
statute was not overbroad as forbidding the distribution
of material with serious literary, scientific of
educational value, or material not threatening the harms
sought to be combated by the state.
Amendments to ss. 847 .012(1)(f), 847 .013(1)(f), and
847.07(2)(b) would abandon the obscenity test which requires that
material or exhibitions be "utterly without redeeming social
value". This test was adopted by the United States Supreme Court
in Memoirs v. Massachusetts, 383 U.S. 413, 16 L.Ed 2d 1, 86 Ct.
975 (1966) and discarded in Miller v. California, the U.S.
Supreme Court held that the "utterly without redeeming social
value" test forced the prosecution "to prove a negative •..a
burden virtually impossible to discharge under our criminal
standards of proof." The Court adopted an obscenity test to
include material which is without serious literary, artistic,
political, or scientific value.
IV.

AMENDMENTS

Prepared by:

vfl �v

Staff Director:

1

J�L

Copy to Sponsor:

Thomas R.-Tedcastle
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By C011111ittee on Criminal Justice and Representative Carlton and
others
A bill to be entitled

An act relating to child abuse; amending s.

450.151, Florida Statutes, removing the

prohibition against using a child for obscene,
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indecent, or immoral purposes; amending ss.
827.07(2) (d) and 948.03(2) (cl, J.Plorida
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Statutes, to conform; creating s. 827.071,
Florida Statutes; providing definitions;

providing penalties for employing, authorizing,
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or inducing a child of less than 18 years of
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age to engage in sexual conduct in a sexual

performance; providing penalties for consenting

to the participation of such a child in a

sexual performance; providing penalties for
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promoting such a performance by a child;
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providing penalties for possession with intent
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to promote any representation of sexual conduct
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by a child; repealing s. 847.014, Florida
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Statutes, relating to minors participating in
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harmful motion pictures, exhibitions, shows,
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presentations, or representations; providing an

effective date.
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1- � I 241 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
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Section 1.

28

450.151

27 I amended to read:
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Section 450.151, Florida Statutes, is

Hiring and employing; penalty.--

Whoever takes, receives, hires, employs, uses,

exhibits, or in any manner or under any pretense eelleT

appre"ticee7-givee-away7-lete-e�tT-er-etherwiee-diepeeee-e!-te
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a111-pereen-enr-eh¼M-l1-rears-ef-1t<Je-er-yettnger-Eer-anr

obeeeneT-¼ndeeeneT-er-¼JU1oral-pttrposeT-or-for-ehe-pr&f!!ttee¼on

1.22

represeneeeion7-or-oeher-preeeneee¼on-wh¼eh7-¼n-whole-or-¼n

1.24

sedomesoeh¼se¼e-ebttse-¼nvelv¼n1-e-m¼nerT-or-eettseeT-proettreeT

1.25

of-eny-phe�grephT-moe¼on-p¼eettreT-eHh¼b¼e¼on7-show7

pereT-dep¼ees-seHttel-eondtteeT-seHttel-eHe¼eemeneT-or

or-eneottre1es-eny-eh¼ld-ee-en1ege-ehere¼nT-or-hee-¼n-ettseodr

1.28

btts¼nessT-eHh¼b¼e¼onT-er-veeee¼en-¼n;ttr¼ette-ee-ehe-heeleh-or

1.30

dengerotte-ee-ehe-l¼fe-er-l¼mbe-ef-etteh-eh¼ldT-er-eetteee-or

1.31

eny-stteh-eh¼ld-for-eny-ef-ehese-pttrpeeeeT-er-for-or-¼n-enr
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proettree-er-eneottregee-eny-etteh-eh¼ld-ee-en1ege-ehere¼n7-or

1.32
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causes or permits any etteh child less than 18 years of age to

1.33

14

mental suffering, or willfully causes or permits the life of

1.35

or such child to be placed in such situation that its life may

1.36

11

suffer, or inflicts upon it unjustifiable physical pain or

13

any such child to be endangered or its health to be injured,

15
16
17

19

\

2()

21
22
23

1.37

of a felony of the second degree, punishable as provided in s.

1.41

775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.

t�r--Ae-tteed-¼n-eh¼e-eeee¼en�

t•r--•sexttel-eertdttee•-meens-eeee-of-meeettrbee¼on�

eloehed-or-ttneloehed-gen¼ealer-pttb¼e-ereer-btteeeeker-or7-¼f

26

eenee¼ettees-ehe-eolllllliee¼on-of-eexttel-beeeery-or-ettggeees-ehee

27

etteh-er¼me-¼e-be¼n1-or-w¼ll-be-eo!lllll¼eeedT

251 etteh-person-be-e-£emeleT-breeee-or-eny-eee-er-eondttee-wh¼eh

29

JO

1.38

1.42
1.43

sexttel-tneereettree7-or-phye¼eal-eeneeee-w¼eh-e-pereonie

2,

21 !

1.34

be endangered or its health injured, or has in custody any

such child for any of the purposes aforesaid, shall be guilty

18

-�i

1.23

tbr--•sexttel-exe¼eemene•-meene-ehe-eondieien-e£-httmen

■ele-er-femele-genieels-when-¼n-e-eeeee-ef-eexttel-eeimttlee¼en
or-erottselT

1.45
1.46
1.47

fer--•Sedemeeeeh¼ee¼e-ebttse•-meens-ehe-Ele1ellee¼en-er

21 eerettre-by-or-ttpen-e-pereen-ela<!-¼n-ttrtder<}ermenesr-e-meek r-or
or-oeherw¼ee-phye¼eelly-reeera¼ne<f-on-ehe-pare-ef-one-ee
Section 2.

Paragraph (d) of subsection (2) of section

827.07, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
827.07

10

Abuse or neglect of children.--

(2)

DEFINITIONS.--As used in this section:

(d)

•Harm• to a child's health or welfare can occur

when the parent or other person responsible for the child's

11

2
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1.
1.
1.
1.

1.

welfare:

12

1.

13

Inflicts, or allows to be inflicted, upon the child

14

physical or mental injury, including injury sustained as a

IS

result of excessive corporal punishment,

16
17
18

Commits, or allows to be committed, sexual battery,

1.

3.

Exploits a child, or allows a child to be

1.

exploited, fer-pernogreph¼e-pttrpoees as provided in.!.:.. eeT

19

54;T9i4-ens 450.151, or for prostitution;

2()

1.

2.

as defined in chapter 794, against the child1

1:

21

4.

Abandons the child;

22i

5.

1.

Fails to provide the child with supervision or

1.

23; guardianship by specific acts or omissions of a serious nature
24 ! requiring the intervention of the department or the court1 or
25;

6.

Fails to supply the child with adequate food,

M: clothing, shelter, or health care, although financially able

1.
1.

to do so or although offered financial or other means to do

1.

�i child's welfare legitimately practicing his religious beliefs,

1.

311 treatment for a child, shall not be considered abusive or

1.

28'

so; however, a parent or other person responsible for the

JOI who by reason thereof does not provide specified medical

JI

1.

eloehedT

I

1.49

1.

a-b¼rarre-eesettme-or-ehe-eortd¼e¼on-ef-be¼ng-£eeeeredr-bottndT

21'

1.48

1.

3
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neglectful for that reason alone, but such an exception shall

not:

a.

Eliminate the requirement that such a case be

1.74

b.

Prevent the department from investigating such a

1.15

c.

Preclude a court from ordering, when the health of

1.76

reported to the department;
case, or

the child requires it, the provision of medical services by a

9 physician, as defined herein, or treatment by a duly
1
10 accredited practitioner who relies solely on spiritual means
for healing in accordance with the tenets and practices of a
1
12 well-recognized church or religious organization.

11

Section J.

Paragraph (c) of subsection (2) of section

ul
14! 948.03, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
IS

16

I

1.73

948.03
(2)

Terms and conditions of probation.--

The court shall require a diagnosis and evaluation

1.77

1.78
1.79

1.80
1.81

1.82
1.83

1.84

2.2

111

to determine the need of a probationer for treatment.

19

diagnosis and evaluation process, the court shall require

2.5

21

any person who was found guilty of any of the following, or

2.6

2)

following was accepted by the court:

2.8

If the

18 ! court determines that a need therefor is established by such

� outpatient counseling as a term or condition of probation for
22

2,

whose plea of guilty or nolo contendere to any of the
(cl

Exploitation of a child £or-pornogrsphie-pttrposesT

2.3

2.9

1G

prostitution.

as provided in� ssr 450.151 snd-847T9l4, or for

l:lus

,a

Such counseling shall be required to be obtained from a

2.12

lO

agency providing mental health services, or a private mental

2.15

lS
11

n

community mental health center, a recognized social service

JI. health professional or through other professional counseling.
4
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2.13

The plan for counseling for the individual shall be provided
to the court for review.
Section 4.

created to read,.
827.071

Section 827.071, Florida Statutes; is

Sexual performance by a child1 penalties.-

(1)

As used in this section, the following definitions

(a)

•sexual performance• means any performance or part

fil

"Sexu_al conduct• means actual or simulated sexual

shall apply:

.9 thereof which includes sexual conduct by a child of less than
1
10 18 years of age.

11

12

13

intercourse, deviate sexual intercourse, sexual bestiality,

masturbation, sadomasochistic abuse, or lewd exhibition of the

14

genitals.

16

photograph, or dance.

15

17
18

19

(c)

"Performance• means any play, motion picture,

Performance also means any other visual

representation exhibited before an audience.
(d)

"Promote• means to procure, manufacture, issue,

sell, give, provide, lend, mail, deliver, transfer, transmute,

-�I publish, distribute, circulate, disseminate, present, exhibit, j;
211 or advertise, or to offer or agree to do the same.

ul
n!

w

"Simulated" means the explicit depiction of any of

the conduc_J:_ set forth in paragraph (b) which creates the

ul appearance of such conduct and which exhibits any uncovered
I
251 portion of the breasts, genitals, or buttocks.
26 i

11

n

�
�

ill- "Deviate sexu_al intercourse• means sexual conduct

between persons not married to each other consisting of the

2
3
3

contact between the penis and the anus, the mouth and the

J

"Sadomasochistic abuse• means flagellation or

3

penis, or the mouth and the vulva.
(g)

31 I torture by or upon a person clad in undergarments, a mask, or

s
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3.20

a bizarre costume, or the condition of being fettered, bound,

3.24

or otherwise physically restrained on the part of one so

clothed.

(2)

18 years of age to engage in a sexual performance or, being a

3.40

to the participation by such child in a sexual performance.

3.46

3.36

�hereof, he employs, authorizes, or induces a child less than

3.50

101 Whoever violates this subsection is guilty of a felony of the

3.54

111 second degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s.

3.55

121 775.083, or s. 775.084.

3.57

A person is guilty of promoting a sexual

141 performance by a child when, knowing the character and content }3.61

151 thereof, he produces, directs, or promotes any performance

16 1 which includes sexual conduct by a child less than 18 years of
age.

Whoever violates this subsection is guilty of a felony

13.64

3.68
1
3.72

of the second degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. }3.77

181

3.78

191 775.083, or s. 775.084.
20

(4)

intent to promote any photograph, motion picture, exhibition,

2 31

in part, includes any sexual conduct by a ehild.

221

3.79

It is unlawful for any person to �ossess with the

21

show, representation, or other presentation which, in whole or
The

24 i possession of three or more copies of such photograph, motion
25 ! picture, representation, or presentation is prima facie
I
26 I

i

evidence of an intent to promote� Whoever violates this

JO

I

191

Section 5.

31 I hereby repealed.

3.82

3.84

punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s.
775.084.

3.80
3.83

27, subsection is guilty of a felony of the second degree,
28

6

3.43

parent, legal guardian, or custodian of such child, consents

17

4.2

3.28

A person is guilty of the use of a child in a

3.32

(3)

This act shall take effect October�, 1983.

3.25

sexual performance if, knowing the character and content

13

Section 6.

4.1

4.2

Section 847 .014, Florida Sta tut.es,. is.-

6

10

11

11

13

14

15
16

17

18

19

20
21

22

23
24

25

261
'I
27
28

19

30

31
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REVISED:
SENATE BILL:

I.

SUMMARY

A.

PRESENT SITUATION:

Section 450.151 presently relates to the hiring and
employing of a minor for certain sexual performances or in
situations in which the life or health of a minor may be
endangered. Any person who violates the provisions of this
section is guilty of a felony of the second degree.
Section 827.07(2)(d)3. currently states than the sexual
exploitation of a child by a parent or other person responsible
for the child's welfare is considered child abuse pursuant to ss.
847.014 and 450.151.
B.

EFFECT OF PROPOSED CHANGES:

Language in s. 450.151, which refers to the hiring and
employing of a minor for certain sexual activities, is deleted.
Reference to the exploitation of a child pursuant to ss. 847.014
and 450.151, is deleted in s. 827.07(2)(d)3.
Section 827.071 is created to define as child abuse the
use of a child in a sexual performance as well as the promotion
of a sexual performance by a child. Any person who employs,
authorizes, or induces a child of less than 18 years of age to
engage in sexual conduct in a sexual performance is guilty of a
felony of the second degree. Any person promoting such a
performance is also guilty of a felony of the second degree.
Further, any person who possesses with the intent to promote

Thoma R. 11idcude. Statr Oiteculr
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certain representations or presentations which include sexual
conduct by a child is guilty of a felony of the second degree.
Three or more copies of such representation or presentation is
prima facie evidence of an intent to promote.
Section 847.014, which relates to the participation of
minors in sexual performances, is repealed.

II.

III.

FISCAL IMPACT

None apparent

COMMENTS

The intent of this legislation is to facilitate the
prosecution of persons who use or promote any sexual performance
by a child, which is not necessarily obscene. A distinction is
drawn between child abuse and pornography, with the focus on the
child abuser. This legislation is directed at two types of
people--those who use children in sexual performances and those
who, being the parent or guardian or the child, •consent• to the
child's participation in such activities. The elements of
subsection (3) include any sexual performance by a child when
there is sexual conduct by the child within that performance.

The United States Supreme Count, in its recent decision in
, 73 L. Ed. 2d 1113, 102 S. Ct.
U.S.
New York v. Ferber,
(l982), gave muchgreater latitude to the states to legislate
Iii the area of child abuse. The language contained herein is
patterned after the New York statute which was upheld as
constitutional in the Ferber decision. In Ferber, the court held
that:
(1) child
the First
depiction
literary,

pornography, like obscenity, is unprotected by
Amendment if it involves scienter and a visual
of sexual conduct by children without serious
artistic, political, or scientific value;

(2) the New York statute sufficiently described a category
of material the production and distribution of which was
not entitled to First Amendment protection; and
(3) the statute was not overbroad as forbidding the
distribution of material with serious literary, scientific
or educational value, or material not threatening the
harms sought to be combated by the state.
Section 847.014 is repealed and section 450.151 amended in
light of the creation of s. 827.071.
IV.

AMENDMENTS
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ee��±effleft� e�reeffleft�e and� disapprove any such contract e�reeffleft�
if such contract e�reeffleft� is detrimental to the public interest.
The commission may also require the filing of all necessary reports
and information pertinent to joint provision contracts �ft�ree�e�e
�e¼¼ reveH�e ee��±effleft�e.
The commission is also authorized to
adjudicate disputes among telephone
companies
regarding
such
contracts or the enforcement thereof �ft�ree�e�e �e±eeefflffl�ft½ee�½efte
ee��±effleft�e. In such disputes, the commission may assess interest,
at a rate it shall determine.
Section 4.

Section 364.285, Florida Statutes, is created to read:

364.285 Penalties.--The commission shall have the power to impose
upon any entity subject to its jurisdiction under this chapter that
is found to have refused to comply with or to have willfully violated
any lawful rule or order of the commission or any provision of this
chapter a penalty for each offense of not more than $5,000, which
penalty shall be fixed, imposed, and collected by the commission; or
the commission may, for any such violation, amend, suspend or revoke
any certificate issued by the commission. Each day that such refusal
or __ violation continues shall constitute a separate offense. Each
penalty shall be a lien upon the real and personal property of the
entit�_enforceabl.e . by the commission as a statutory lien under
chapter.BS. _Collected_penalties shall be deposited in the General
Revenue Fund unallocated.
---�--Section 5.

Section

364.33, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

364.33 Certificate of necessity prerequisite to construction,
operation or control of telephone line, plant, system.--No person
shall hereafter begin the construction or operation of any telephone
line, plant or system, or any extension thereof, or acquire ownership
or control thereof, in whatever manner, including the acquisition,
transfer, or assignment of majority organizational control
or
controlling stock ownership e��fter e½ree�±y er ½ft6½Pee�±y, without
first obtaining from the commission a certificate that the present or
future public convenience and necessity require or will require such
construction, operation or acquisition; provided ss. 364.32-364.40
shall not require, nor shall it be so construed as to require, any
such person to secure a certificate for an extension within any
municipality
within which such person has heretofore lawfully
commenced operations, or for any extension within or to territory
already served by such person, necessary in the ordinary course of
business, or for substitute facilities within or to any municipality
or territory already served by such person, or for any extension into
territory contiguous to that already served by such person and not
receiving
similar
service
from another such person when no
certificate of convenience and necessity has been issued to or
applied for by any other person, or for the acquisition and operation
of any line, plant or system heretofore constructed or hereafter
constructed under authority of a certificate of convenience and
necessity hereafter issued or for the construction of which no such
certificate was, under the provisions of this law, required.
Section 6. Subsection (6) is added to section 364.335, Florida
Statutes, 1982 Supplement, to read:
364.335

Application for certificate.--

lli Notwithstanding__ any _ py:-ovi
_
sion of this section to the
�"ntrary, the commission may grant a certificate to a company which
242
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duplicative or comP."ti. t,..i.ve cellular mobile radio

Section 7. Each section which is added tri chapter 364, Florida
Statutes, by this act is repealed on October 1, 1989, and shall be
reviewed by the Legislature pursuant to s. 11 61, Fl0rida Statutes.
Section 8.

This act shall take effect Octob�r 1, 1 ° 83.

Approved by the Governor June 6, 1983.
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 7, 1083.
CHAPTER 83-74
Senate Bill No. 140
An

act relating to pedestrian traffic control; adding s.
316.130(17), Florida Statutes; making it a noncriminal
traffic infraction to jump or dive from a public bridge;
providing that the state and its subdivisions are not
required to post signs; providing that failure to post
warning signs shall not be construed by a court to impose
liability on the state or subdivisions thereof; p1oviding
an effective date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Sect.ion 1. Subsection
Statutes, to read:
316.130 Pedestrian
traffic regulations.--

(17)

is added to section 316.130, Florida

obedience

to

traffic

control

devices

and

(17) No pedestrian shall )Ump or dive _ _ from a publi_cly owned
r,olitic:aT
Nothing herein shal 1 require th<: __ .s;_tatfc! or:
bridge.
t. ,s_ig.11.s__ notifying _the public-of t11is
_
st1bdi_v_i_s�ons of t}1".__§.t:._a �':..!"_po,s_
provision.

Section 2. Failure to post a sign shall not be construed by any
court to create liability on the part of the state or any of its
political subdivisions for injuries sustained as a result of jumping
or diving from a bridge in violation of subsection ( 17) of s.
316.130, Florida Statutes.
Section 3.

This act shall take effect upon becoming a law.

Approved by the Governor June 6, 1983.
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 7,

1983.

CHAPTER 83-75
Committee Substitute for Senate Bill No. 182
An act relating to child abuse; amending s. 450.151, Florida
Statutes, removing the prohibition against using a child
243
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for obscene, indecent, or immoral purposes; amending ss.
827.07(2)(d) and 948.03(2)(c), Florida Statutes,
to
conform; creating s. 827.071, Florida Statutes; providing
definitions;
providing
penalties
for
employing,
authorizing, or inducing a child of less than 18 years of
age to engage in sexual conduct in a sexual performance;
providing penalties for consenting to the participation
of such a child in a sexual performance; providing
penalties for promoting such a performance by a child;
providing penalties for possession with intent to promote
any
representation
of sexual conduct by a child;
repealing s. 847.014, Florida Statutes, relating to
minors
participating
in
harmful
motion pictures,
exhibitions, shows, presentations, or representations;
providing an effective date.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section l.
450.151

Section 450.151, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

Hiring and employing; penalty.--

fl1 Whoever takes, receives, hires, employs, uses, exhibits, or
in any manner or under any pretense eelle 7 appPefttieee7 givee away 7
lete eHt7 eP etkePwiee eiepeeee ef te afty pePeeft afty ekile 1� yeaPe
ef age eP yeHftgeP fep afty eeeeefte 7 ifteeeeRt 7 eP ifflfflePal pHPpeee 7 eP
fep tke pPeeHetieft ef aRy pketegPerk 7 ffletieft pietttPe, eKkieitieR,
skew, PepPeeeRtatieR, eP etkeP pPeeeRtatieR wkiek, iR wkele eP iR
paPt, eepiete eeKHal eefteHet, eeKHal eKeiteffleftt, ep eaeefflaeeekietie
aeHee iRvelviRg a ffl½ReP, eP eatteee, ppeettPee, eP eReettPagee aRy ekile
te eRgage tkePeiR, eP kae iR etteteey afty ettek ekile fep aRy ef tkeee
pHPpeeee, eP fep ep ift aRy etteiReee, eHkieitieft, eP veeatieR
iRjttPiette te tke kealtk eP eaRgePette te tke life eP lffflee ef eHek
ekfle, eP eatteee ep ppeettPee ep eReettPagee aRy ettek ekile te eRgage
tkePeiR, ep causes or permits any ettek child less than 18 years of
�9� to suffer, or inflicts upon it unjustifiable physical pain or
mental suffering, or willfully causes or permits the life of any such
child to be endangered or its health to be injured, or such child to
be placed in such situation that its life may be endangered or its
health injured, or has in custody any such child for any of the
purposes aforesaid, shall be guilty of a felony of the second degree,
punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.
f�1

Ae tteee iR tkie eeetieft�

ffleaRe
aete
ef fflaetttPeatfeft7 eeHttal
fa1 USeKttal
eeRettet U
ifttePeettPee, eP pkyeieal eeRtaet wftk a pePeeR ! e eletkee eP ttfteletkee
geftftale, pttefe aPea, etttteeke, eP, if ettek pePeeR ee a fefflale,
ePeaet ep afty aet eP eeRettet wkiek eeftetittttee tke eefflfflieeieR ef
eeKttal eattePy eP ettggeete tkat ettek ePiffle ie eeiftg eP will ee
eefflfflittee�
fe1 USeHttal eKeiteffleftt U ffleafte tke eefteitieR ef kttfflaR fflale eP
fefflale geRitale wkeft ift a etate ef eeKttal etifflttlatieR eP aPetteal�
fe1 U saeefflaeeekietie aettee U ffleafte tke flagellatieft eP tePtttPe ey
eP ttpeft a pePeeft elae ift ttR@ePgaPffleftte, a fflaek, eP a eieaPPe eeetttffle
eP tke eeReftieft ef eeiftg fettepee, eettfte, eP etkePwiee pkyefeally
PeetPaiRe@ eft tke paPt ef efte ee eletkee�
244

Section 2. Paragraph (d) of subsection
Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
827.07
(2)
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(2) of section 827.07,

Abuse or neglect of children.--

DEFINITIONS.--As used in this section:

(d) "Harm" to a child's health or welfare can occur when the
parent or other person responsible for the child's welfare:
1. Inflicts, or allows to be inflicted, upon the child physical
or mental injury, including injury sustained as a result of excessive
corporal punishment;
2. Commits, or allows to be committed, sexual battery, as defined
in chapter 794, against the child;
3. Exploits a child, or allows a child to be exploited, fep
pePRegpapkfe pttPpeeee as provided in s. ee�84��814 aft@ 450.151, or
for prostitution;
4.

Abandons the child;

5. Fails to provide the child with supervision or guardianship by
specific acts or omissions of a serious nature requiring the
intervention of the department or the court; or
6. Fails to supply the child with adequate food, clothing,
shelter, or health care, although financially able to do so or
although offered financial or other means to do so; however, a parent
or other person responsible for the child's welfare legitimately
practicing his religious beliefs, who by reason thereof does not
provide specified medical treatment for a child, shall not be
considered abusive or neglectful for that reason alone, but such an
exception shall not:
a. Eliminate
department;
b.

the requirement that such a case be reported to the

Prevent the department from investigating such a case; or

c. Preclude a court from ordering, when the health of the child
requires it, the provision of medical services by a physician, as
defined herein, or treatment by a duly accredited practitioner who
relies solely on spiritual means for healing in accordance with the
tenets and practices of a well-recognized church or religious
organization.
Section 3. Paragraph (c) of subsection
Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
948.03

(2) of section 948.03,

Terms and conditions of probation.--

(2) The court shall require a diagnosis and evaluation to
determine the need of a probationer for treatment.
If the court
determines that a need therefor is established by such diagnosis and
evaluation process, the court shall require outpatient counseling as
a term or condition of probation for any person who was found guilty
of any of the following, or whose plea of guilty or nolo contendere
to any of the following was accepted by the court:
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of a child £er perfte�repftie pMrpeeee7
(c) Exploitation
provided in s. ee� 450.151 eft� 84��9�4. or for prostitution.

as

Such counseling shall be required to be obtained from a community
mental health center, a recognized social service agency providing
mental health services, or a private mental health professional or
through other professional counseling. The plan for counseling for
the individual shall be provided to the court for review.
Section 4.
827.071
(1)
apply:

As

Section 827.071, Florida Statutes, is created to read:

Sexual performance by a child; penalties.-used

in

this

section,

the following definitions shall

(a) "Sexual performance" means any performance or part thereof
which includes sexual conduct by a child of less than 18 years of
age.
simulated
sexual
actual
(b) "sexual
or
conduct"
means
bestiality,
sexual
intercourse,
intercourse,
sexual
deviate
masturbation, sadomasochistic abuse, or lewd exhibition of the
genitals.
( c) "Performance" means any play, motion picture, photograph, or
Performance also means any other visual representation
dance.
exhibited before an audience.
(d) "Promote" means to procure, manufacture, issue, sell, give,
transmute,
publish,
transfer,
deliver,
provide, lend, mail,
distribute, circulate, disseminate, present, exhibit, or advertise,
or to offer or agree to do the same.
(e) "Simulated" means the explicit depiction of any of the
conduct set forth in paragraph (b) which creates the appearance of
such conduct and which exhibits any uncovered portion of the breasts,
genitals, or buttocks.
(f) "Deviate sexual intercourse" means sexual conduct between
persons not married to each other consisting of the contact between
the penis and the anus, the mouth and the penis, or the mouth and the
vulva.
(g) "Sadomasochistic abuse" means flagellation or torture by or
upon a person clad in undergarments, a mask, or a bizarre costume, or
the condition of being fettered, bound, or otherwise physically
restrained on the part of one so clothed.
(2) A person is guilty of the use of a child in a sexual
performance if, knowing the character and content thereof, he
employs, authorizes, or induces a child less than 18 years of age to
engage in a sexual performance or, being a parent, legal guardian, or
custodian of such child, consents to the participation by such child
in a sexual performance. Whoever violates this subsection is guilty
of a felony of the second degree, punishable as provided in s.
775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.
(3) A person is guilty of promoting a sexual performance by a
child when, knowing the character and content thereof, he produces,
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directs, or promotes any performance which includes sexual conduct by
a child less than 18 years of age. Whoever violates this subsection
is guilty of a felony of the second degree, punishable as provided in
s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.
(4) It is unlawful for any person to possess with the intent to
show,
exhibition,
picture,
motion
photograph,
any
promote
representation, or other presentation which, in whole or in part,
includes any sexual conduct by a child. The possession of three or
more copies of such photograph, motion picture, representation, or
presentation is prima facie evidence of an intent to promote.
Whoever violates this subsection is guilty of a felony of the second
degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s.
775.084.
Section 5.

Section 847.014, Florida Statutes, is hereby repealed.

Section 6.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1gs3_

Approved by the Governor June 6, 1983.
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 7, 1983.
CHAPTER 83-76
Committee Substitute for Senate Bill No. 195
An

act relating to retirement; amending s. 121.0ll(J)(f),
Florida Statutes; clarifying the appll�ability of the
preservation of rights of members transferring into th•
Florida Retirement System; amending s. 121.021(17) and
term
the
redefining
Statutes;
Florida
(19)(d),
the
for
criteria
providing
"creditable service";
determination of monthly service credit under the Florida
Retirement System and existing state systems; revising
the dates applicabl� to certain prior service by Florida
highway patrolmen; amending s. 121.031, Florida Statutes;
revising the frequency of actuarial studies of the
Florida Retirement System; authorizing the Division of
Retirement to require oaths and acknowledgments; adding
s. 121.05l(l)(c), Florida Statutes; authorizing optional
membership in the Florida Retirement System for any
member of an existing system who returns to work after
employment; amending s. 121.051(1),
of
termination
Florida Statutes; revising the contrlbutions for the
purchase of service in the Elected State Officers' Class
by retired members of existing systems; amending s.
121.071(5), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement; providing
for the frequency of submitting retirement contributions
interest charge on delinquent
the
increasing
and
contributions to the Florida Retirement System; amending
(6)(a), (9)(b), Florida
(5)(e),
121.091(4)(d),
s.
Statutes; providing for optional forms of calculation of
benefits, and providing for the use of
disability
calculations,
actuarial equivalency tables for such
revising the requirement for termination of employment
for any person holding an elective public office; and
providing for the reinstatement of membership in the
Florida Retirement System of certain retirees who are
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Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert:

Section 1.
amended to read:

s

4 5 0 .15 l.

(1)
7

Section 450.151, Florida Statutes, is

!Ur ing and employing� penalty. -

Whoever takes, receives, hires, employs, uses,

exhibits, or in any manner or under any pretense se¼�7

8

a�eft�ees,-Jtt�way7��s-ett���-e�ne��s�±s�ee-!S ef ts

9:,

er�n-eftreh±�d-n-j'ea�s-e�e-er-tett�e�-�et!-efty•

lO:

eMeeft�deeen�, er ±ftllll«Hl����-�����tt�ft'

ll

of.an� gh�tQg�aPh� I!Qllin�tu��ft�b±��en7�"7'

lZ
ll

*�se?Tttt±e!'!",er-e�7�-p�eseft�a-1:±en-wh±eh�n-wheie er in
pe��e��s-se�ua:-eeftdite�-r-se�tta��e±�emen�

l4

sademaseeh±s�±e-ee�se�ft¥e¼¥±n!-�-m±��7-e-eattees7-��eett�es7

15

�neett�a!es-eny-en±�d-�e-eft�e!e��e�e±n-r-er-�es-±�tts�y

16-

afty-en±�d-iheers-e�-e,e-er-yettn�er--e-e-�e�ny-e�-��ese

l.T

ltt�peees�-ler-�-eny-e�s±ness7-e�h±btt±eft;-e-r-¥eea�et'!'

18-

���s-ee the�aHh er .eeft��tt�-�he--:�e er :i.m.e-s-9�

19--

sueh-e!riH�-eatt�es-er-�eee�e�r-�eett�!eS-��-��e�-ehii�

20·

�&-�e��ere�n, e� causes or permits any stten child 17

21.

years of age or: younger to suffer, or inflicts upon it:.

22

unjustifia.bl� physicai pain or mentai suffering, or willfully

23'

causes or permits the- life of· any such child to be endangered

24-

or its heal.th to be injured, or such child to be placed in

2S:

such situation:. that its life may be endangered or its heal��

25-

injured ,. or has. in custody any such child for any of the

2T

2urposes aforesaid, shall be guilty of a felony of the second

2S.-

degree,. punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or

29

S-

30

775.084.

l

l

CS for HB 148

2

Section 2.

3
4

827.07

Paragraph (d) of subsection (2) of section

is-amended to read:

s

827.07

6

(2)

7

(d)

Abuse-- or neglect of children.-

DEFINITIONS.-As used in thia section:
•narm• to a child's health or welfare can occur

8

when the- pa.rent oc: other person responsible· for: the· child's

➔

we-lfare:

l.

let

!n-flic.ts·� or allows to be- inflicted, upon the child

u--· physicai. or mentai. injury, including- injury- sustained as

u

resul.t of excessive--corporal. punishment;
2.

l3

14--

-lT

Commits, or allows to be committed, sexual battery,

as; defined in chapter 794, against the child;
3.

l5_
16:

a-a

Exploits, a. child, or· a.llows a child to be

exploited,. £e1!'-perfte!!.'t!pl!-¼e-�nu.•i,eee� as provided in ee-:-8.+r.e�d· � 450.lSl., o:c for prostitution;

lS,

4.

Abandons the- child;

13'

S-- Fails. to provide the ch.ild with supervision or

20

guardianship by specific acts or omissions of a serious nature-

2l.

requiring the, interventiqn of. the department or the court; or
6.

22

Fails to supply the child with adequate food,

23

cl.othin,;, shel.ter, or hea.lt..'l care·, although financially able

24

to do so or although offered financial or other means to do

2S

so;. however, � parent o� other person responsibl� for the

26

child's welfar& legitimately practicing his religious beliefs,

27

who by reason thereof does not provide specified medical

28

treatment for- a child, sha·ll. not be considered abusive or

29

neglectful for that reason alone, but such an exception shall

30
31

not:

2

l

CS for HB 148

2

3

4

s.
6

1

a·�

ll'iminate. the requirement that such a case be

reported. to the department;
b.

Prevent the department from· investigating such a

case; or
�.

Preclud� a court from ordering, when the health of

a:,

the- child requires it, the provision of medical services by a

g,.

pbys.icianr as. defined herein, o:c treatment by a duly

lQ.:

accredited. practitioner wh� relies solely on spiritual. m.eans

ll

for: healing- ilL accordance: with the- tenets- and practices of.: a.

12

well-r�ognized church or religiou� organization.

l3

14.

Sectio� 3.
created to read:

15,

82.7,0.71.

16

(!..)

17
18:

Section 827.071, Florida Statutes, is

Sexual. performance by a child; penalties.

As used in this section the following definitions

shall. aP2l7:.
(a)

•sexual. perfot'1llance• means any performance or part

19"

thereof which includes sexual. conduct by a child of less than

20

18 years o:f age�

2J.

(b)

•sexual conduct t means actual or simulated sexual

22.

intercow:se, deviate- sexual intercourse, sexual bestiality,

23.

masturbation, sado-masochistic abuse, or lewd exhibition of

24-

the genitals.

25

(C)·

•perfor111aI1ce• means any play, motion picture,

26

photograph, o:c- dance-

2.i

representation exhibited before an audience.

28

(d)

Perfot'lllance also means any other visuaJ.

•promote• means to procure, manufacture, issue,

29·

sell,. give-, provide, lend, mail, deliver, transfer, transmute,

30

3

l

CS for HB 148

2

3

publish, distribute, circulate, disseminate·, present, exhibit

4

or advertise, or to offer or agree to do the same.
(el

5

•simulated" means the explicit depiction of any of

6

the- conduct set forth in paragraph (bl which creates the

7

appearance of such conduct and which exhibits any uncovered

a·

portion of- the- br-easts, genita.ls, or: buttocli:s.

9'c

(fl

•neviate- sexual.. intercourse ,._ means sexual. conduct

10-

between persons' not married to each other consisting- of: the

il.

contact between· the penis and the anus·, the- mouth. and the-·

12·

penis, or the- mouth: and the· vulva.
(g)

13

"Sada-masochistic abuse"· means flagellation or

14-,

tortw:e.· by or: upon-- a per:son- clad. in undergarments, a mask or

lS:

bizarre costume, or the condition. of being. fettered, bound or

16'

otherwise-physically restrained on the part of one so clothed.

17

(2)

A:. persorr. is guil.ty- of the use- of a child in a

rs·

sexual. perfor111ance,. if, knowing the- character and content

l.9-·

thereof, he- employs, au.thorizes, or induces a child less than

20

18 year� of age to engage· in· a sexual. performance or, being· a

21.

parent', legal guardian or custodian of-· such child, consents to

22:

the, participation by such child in a sexual. perfonnance.

23

Whoever violates this subsection is guilty of a felony of the

24-

second degree, punishable· as provided in- s. 77S.082, s •.

25'

77S'•. Os3·, or. s. 775.084.

2i;::
·
2.1

performance by a- child. when" knowing the character and content

2s·

·thereof', he produces, directs, or promotes any performance

29''

which includes sexual conduct by a child less than 18 years of

30

age.

31.

(3)· • A - person is guil.ty of. promoting a sexual

Whoever violates this subsection is guilty of. a felony
4-

l

cs

for BB 148

2

3

�
5

of the thi.rd degree, punishable as provided in s. 77S.082, s.
775�083, or s. 77S.084.
(4)

It is unlawful for any person to possess with the

6

intent to promote any photograph, motion picture, exhibition,

7

show, representaion, or other presentation which, in whole or

8

in pa.rt, includes any sexual. conduct by a child.

9·

possession of three• or more copies of such photograph, motion

The

10.

picture·, representation,. or presentation, is prima facie

ll.

evidence-: o:f an intent to promote.

12

subsection is guilty of a felony of the t.,ird degree,

13

punishable as providetl in s. 77S.082, s. 775.083, or s.

1415

16
li

18

Whoever violates this

77S.084.
Section 4.

Section 847.014,

Florida Statutes, is

hereby repealed.
Section 5 •.

This- act shall take ef:Eect October- l, 1983.
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10

An act relating to ch�ld abuse; amending s.
�50.151, Florida Statµtes; removing the

p\ohibition against 1sing a child for obscene.

ind\cent or immoral purposes; amending s.

827. �7 2 (d), Florifta Statutes; removing the
� �
.\
prohi tion agains
a paren t or other
?
�
respons ble perso exploiting a child for
pornograpP,ic pur1oses; creating s. 827. 071,
providing definitions;

for employing, authorizing,

ll

of less than 18 years of

12

n sexual conduct in a sexual

13

14

15
16

consenting

to the part1/cipa�on of such child in a sexual
a child; providing

17

on with intent to promote

18

19

20
21

conduct by a

Florida Statutes,

relatin,g to minors partici�ating in harmful

22

motion pictures, exhibition

24

effeftive date.

23

25
26

27
28
29

30

31

shows,

presentations, or representatfyns; providing an
I
I

Be It Enabted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

\ws� Q - J

Sectidrt�1.

se{tion 450.151, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read>� /
450.151

Hii:;irlg, and employing; penalty.--

,/�\
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1
2

3

4

(1)

Whoever takes, receives, hires, employs, uses,

exhibits, or in any manner or under any pretense ee¼¼e1

apprentteee, givee away, ¼ete e�t, er e�kerwiee aiepeeee et �e
any pereen any ekt¼a

=�

yeare ef age er ye�nger fer any

51 eeeeene7 taaeeent7 er tfflfflera¼ p�rpeee7 er fer the prea�e�iea

61
7

8
9

10

ef any pketegrapk7 ffletten pte��re, eMntettten 7 skew7

repreeen�a�ien7 er e�ner preeen�a�ten wktek7 in wke¼e er tft

par�7 aepiete eeM�a¼ eena�et 7 eeM�a¼ eMeitefflen�, er

saaefflaseekietie ae�ee tnve¼ving a ffltner, er ea�eeer pree�ree,
er enee�ragee any eki¼a �e engage tnerein, er nae in e�e�eay

11

any etteh ent¼e fer aay ef �keee p�rpeeee7 er fer er ta aay

13

aangerette te tne ¼tfe er ¼ill\l,e ef ettek ekt¼a 7 er ea�eee er

12

e�eineee, eMkteitien, er veea�ten tftj�rie�e te �ke hea¼tk er

14

pree�ree er eneettragee any etten ekt¼a �e engage tkeretn7 er

16

suffer, or inflicts upon it unjustifiable physical pain or

15

17

18

19
20

causes or permits any e�ek child 17 years of age or younger to
mental suffering, or willfully causes er permits the life of

any such child to be endangered or its health to be injured,

or such child to be placed in such situation that its life may
be endangered or its health injured, or has in custody any

211 such child for any of the purposes aforesaid, shall be guilty

221 of a felony of the second degree, punishable as provided ins.

23 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.
1
Section 2. Paragraph (d) of subsection (2) of section
24
25 827.07 is amended to read:
1
827.07 Abuse or neglect of children.-26
27 I

281

(2)

(d}

DEFINITIONS.--As used in this section:

"Harm" to a child's health or welfare can occur

291 when the parent or other person responsible for the child's
301 welfare:
31

2

CODING: Word• in
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1.

11

Inflicts, or allows to be inflicted, upon the child

21 physical or mental injury, including injury sustained as a
31 result of excessive corporal punishment;

41

2.

Commits, or allows to be committed, sexual battery,

3.

Exploits a child, or allows a child to be

SI

as defined in chapter 794, against the child;

71

exploited, £er perfte�rapkie p�rpeeee as provided in ee�

61
8I

84:jl-,9¼4 ,aftd � 450.151, or for prostitution;
4.

91

5.

10

Abandons the child;

Fails to provide the child with supervision or

111 guardianship by specific acts or omissions of a serious nature
121

requiring the intervention of the department or the court; or

141

clothing, shelter, or health care, although financially able

161

so; however, a parent or other person responsible for the

13 I

151

171

181

6.

Fails to supply the child with adequate food,

to do so or although offered financial or other means to do

child's welfare legitimately practicing his religious beliefs,

who by reason thereof does not provide specified medical

191

treatment for a child, shall not be considered abusive or

21
1
22

not:

201

neglectful for that reason alone, but such an exception shall
a.

Eliminate the requirement that such a case be

b.

Prevent the department from investigating such a

c.

Preclude a court from ordering, when the health of

231

reported to the department;

25

case; or

271

the child requires it, the provision of medical services by a

241
26

281

physician, as defined herein, or treatmer.t by a duly

301

for healing in accordance with the tenets and practices of a

291

311

accredited practitioner who relies solely on spiritual means
well-recognized church or religious organization.
3
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l

S,jction �.
. .,.,. ... . , . .

Section 827.071, Florida Statutes, is

21 created to read:
3

827.071

4

(1)

5
6

Sexual performance by a child; penalties.-

As used in this section the following definitions

shall apply:
(a)

"Sexual performance" means any performance or part

71 thereof which includes sexual conduct by a child of less than
81
9

18 years of
(b)

age.

"Sexual conduct" means actual or simulated sexual

101 intercourse, deviate sexual intercourse, sexual bestiality,
lll masturbation, sado-masochistic abuse, or lewd exhibition of
121 the genitals.
13

(c)

"Performance" means any play, motion picture,

141 photograph, or dance.

Performance also means any other visual

151 representation exhibited before an audience.
16

(d)

"Promote" means to procure, manufacture, issue,

171 sell, give, provide, lend, mail, deliver, transfer, transmute,
18( publish, distribute, circulate, disseminate, present, exhibit
19( or advertise, or to offer or agree to do the same.
20

(e)

"Simulated" means the explicit depiction of any of

21

the conduct set forth in paragraph (b) which creates the

22

appearance of such conduct and which exhibits any uncovered

231 portion of the breasts, genitals, or buttocks.
24

(f)

"Deviate sexual intercourse" means sexual conduct

251 between persons not married to each other consisting of the
261 contact between the penis and the anus, the mouth and the
271 penis, or the mouth and the vulva.
28
291

(g)

"Sade-masochistic abuse" means flagellation or

torture by or upon a person clad in undergarments, a mask or

301 bizzarre costume, or the condition of being fettered, bound or
31
4
COOi HG: Words in� � type are del•tions from ui1ting law; words underlined or• addition•.
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11 otherwise physically restrained on the part of one so clothed.
(2)

21

A person is guilty of the use of a child in a

3 1 sexual performance, if, knowing the character and content
41 thereof, he employs, authorizes, or induces a child less than
SI

18 years of age to engage in a sexual performance or, being a

6/ parent, legal guardian or custodian of such child, consents to
71

the participation by such child in a sexual performance.

81

Whoever violates this subsection is guilty of a felony of the

91

second degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s.

101

775.083, or s. 775.084.
(3)

11

A person is guilty of promoting a sexual

121

performance by a child when, knowing the character and content

131

thereof, he produces, directs, or promotes any performance

141

which includes sexual conduct by a child less than 18 years of

151

age.

161

of the second degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s.

171

775.083, or s. 775.084.

181

Whoever violates this subsection is guilty of a felony

(4)

It is unlawful for any person to possess with the

191

intent to promote any photograph, motion picture, exhibition,

20

show, representation, or other presentation which, in whole or

21

in part, includes any sexual conduct by a child.

22

possession of 3 or more copies of such photograph, motion

23

picture, representation, or presentation, is prima facie

24

evidence of an intent to promote.

25

subsection is guilty of a felony of the second degree,

26

punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s.

27

775.084.

28
29
30
31

Section 4.

The

Whoever violates this

Section 847.014, Florida Statutes, is

hereby repealed.
Section 5.

This act shall take effect October l, 1983.

5
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Section 2.

Paragraph (d) of subsection (2) of section

827.07, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
827.07

Abuse or neglect of children.--

(2)

DEFINITIONS.--As used in this section:

(d)

"Harm" to a child's health or welfare can occur

when the parent or other person responsible for the child's
welfare:
1.

Inflicts, or allows to be inflicted, upon the child

physical or mental injury, including injury sustained as a

17
18.

19

result of excessive corporal punishment:
2.

Commits, or allows to be committed, sexual battery,

as defined in chapter 794, against the child:

20
21 .

22
23 .

-

24 ....
FOR YOU
GE"
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3.

Exploits a child, or allows a child to be

exploited, �ep-pepnegpephie- pttPpeeee as provided in s. eeT
84�T8l4-end 450.151, or for prostitution:
4.

Abandons the child1

5.

Fails to provide the child with supervision or

guardianship by specific acts or omissions of a serious nature SON
RM
requiring the intervention of the department or the court1 or
6.

Fails to supply the child with adequate food,

clothing, shelter, or health

care,

although financially able

to do so or although offered financial or other means to do
so: however, a parent or other person responsible for the
H-29 11981!

child's welfare legitimately practicing his religious beliefs,
who by reason thereof does not provide specified medical
treatment for a child, shall not be considered abusive or
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Section 450.151, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
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450.151
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7

Hiring and employing; penalty.--

Whoever takes, receives, hires, employs, uses,

exhibits, or in any manner or under any pretense eelle 7
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Jhe plan for counseling for the individual shall be provided
fo the court for review.

4.

5 . .
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r, ' .

seeHon 4·•. Section 827.071, Florida Statutes, is

6.

I

created to read:

7

827.071

8.
9.

(1)

As used in this section, the following definitions

(a)

"Sexual performance" means any performance or part

shall a£E1:y:

10 ..
11 .

SeXQal performance by a child; penalties.-

-�---�---

thereof which includes sexual_�onduct_ b__ y a child of less than

12.

18 years of age.

13.

.!E.}

14.

"Sexual conduct" means actual or simulated sexual

intercourse, deviate sexual intercourse, sexual bestiality,

15.

masturbation, sadomasochistic abuse, or lewd exhibition of the

16.

genitals.

17 ..

(c)

18.

"Performance" means any play, motion picture,

photograph, or dance.

19.

Performance also means any other visual

re£resentation exhibited before an audience.

20

(d)

21

"Promote" means to procure, manufacture, issue,

sell, give, provide, lend, mail, deliver, transfer, transmute,

22.

publish, distribute, circulate, disseminate, present, exhibit,

23.

or advertise, or to offer or agree to do the same.

M.
FOR YO
G
SenateActi

(e)

"Simulated" means the explicit depiction of any of

the conduct set forth in paragraph (b) which creates the
appearance of such conduct and which exhibits any uncovered
portion of the breasts, genitals, or buttocks.
ill

"Deviate sexual intercourse" means sexual conduct

between persons not married to each other consisting of the

contact between the penis and the anus, the mouth and the

H-29 11981

2

penis, or the mouth and the vulva.
(g)

"Sadomasochistic abuse" means flagellation or

torture by or upon a person clad in undergarments, a mask, or

SON
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a.

5..

Eliminate the requirement that such a case be

reported to the department,

6.

b.

7

Prevent the department from investigating such a

case, or

8

c.

9

Preclude a court from ordering, when the health of

the child requires it, the provision of medical services by a

10.

physician, as defined herein, or treatment by a duly

11

accredited practitioner who relies solely on spiritual means

12 ..

for healing in accordance with the tenets and practices of a

13

well-recognized church or religious organization.

14 ..

Section 3.

15.

Paragraph (c) of subsection (2) of section

948,03, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

16.

948.03

17.

(2)

18.

Terms and conditions of probation.--

The court shall require a diagnosis and evaluation

to determine the need of a probationer for treatment.

19 ..

If the

court determines that a need therefor is established by such

20

diagnosis and evaluation process, the court shall require

21.

outpatient counseling as a term or condition of probation for

n.

any person who was found guilty of any of the following, or

23.

whose plea of guilty or nolo contendere to any of the

M.
FOR YOUR

GET

Senate Action:

following was accepted by the court:
(c)

Exploitation of a child fer-per"e�rep"!e-pttrpeeee 7

as provided in� eeT 450.151 e"d-84�T8l4, or for
prost1tut
,
i on.
Such counseling shall be required to be obtained from a
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community mental health center, a recognized social service
agency providing mental health services, or a private mental
health professional or through other professional counseling.
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6.

A person is guilty of the use of a child in a

sexual performance if, knowing the character and content

7:.

thereof, he employs, authorizes, or induces a child less than

8

18 years of age to engage in a sexual performance or, being a

9.
10.

parent, legal guardian, or custodian of such child, consents

12.

Whoever violates this subsection is guilty of a felony of the

14 ..

775.083 1 or s. 775.084.
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(3) A person is guilty of promoting a sexual
performance by a child when, knowing the character and content

-�-

to the participation by such child in a sexual performance.

11.

s�cond degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s.

13.

15.
16 _
17

thereof, he produces, directs, or promotes any performance

19.

age.

18_

which includes sexual conduct by a child less than 18 years of

20.

of the second degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s.

Whoever violates this subsection is guilty of a felony

775.083 1 or s. 775.084.

21

(4)

22

It is unlawful for any person to possess with the

23

intent to promote any photograph, motion picture, exhibition,

24 ....

show, representation, or other presentation which, in whole or
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in part, includes any sexual conduct by a child.
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�@ction 847.014, Florida statutes, is
This act shall take effect October 1, 1983.
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101 eaft,ereae te tke ¼ife er ¼¼fflee ef eaek ek¼¼e7 er eaaeee er
111 preearee ep efteeaPa�ee afty saek ek¼¼e te eft�a�e tkere¼ft; er
121 causes or permits any eaek child less than 18 years of age to

131 suffer, or inflicts upon it unjustifiable physical pain or
141 mental suffering, or willfully causes or permits the life of
151 any such child to be endangered or its health to be injured,

161 or such child to be placed in such situation that its life may
171 be endangered or its health injured, or has in custody any

181 such child for any of the purposes aforesaid, shall be guilty
191 of a felony of the second degree, punishable as provided in s.
201 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.
21

t�t

Ae aeee ¼ft tk¼e eeet¼eft�

22
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ll6eHtte¼ eHeitefflefttU ffleafte tke eeftett¼eft ef kttfflaft
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A bill to be entitled

1
2

An act relating to child abuse; amending s.

3

450.151, Florida Statutes, removing the

4

prohibition against using a child for obscene,

5

indecent, or immoral purposes; amending ss.

6

827.07(2)(d) and 948.03(2)(c), Florida

7

Statutes, to conform; creating s. 827.071,

8

Florida Statutes; providing definitions;

9

providing penalties for employing, authorizing,

10

or inducing a child of less than 18 years of

11

age to engage in sexual conduct in a sexual

12

performance; providing penalties for consenting

13

to the participation of such a child in a

14

sexual performance; providing penalties for

15

promoting such a performance by a child;

16

providing penalties for possession with intent

17

to promote any representation of sexual conduct

18

by a child; repealing s. 847.014, Florida

19

Statutes, relating to minors participating in

20

harmful motion pictures, exhibitions, shows,

21

presentations, or representations; providing an

22

effective date.

23
241 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
25
26

Section 1.

Section 450.151, Florida Statutes, is

271 amended to read:
28

450.151

29

f�1

Hiring and employing; penalty.--

Whoever takes, receives, hires, employs, uses,

301 exhibits, or in any manner or under any pretense eeiier
311 e��Pe��ieee1 �ivee ewey1 ie�e e��r eP e��epwiee aie�eeee ef �e
l
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11 neglectful for that reason alone, but such an exception shall
21 not:
3

a.

Eliminate the requirement that such a case be

b.

Prevent the department from investigating such a

c.

Preclude a court from ordering, when the health of

41 reported to the department;

SI

6

71

case; or

81 the child requires it, the provision of medical services by a

91 physician, as defined herein, or treatment by a duly

101 accredited practitioner who relies solely on spiritual means

111 for healing in accordance with the tenets and practices of a
121 well-recognized church or religious organization.

131
14

1
15

161

Section 3.

Paragraph (c) of subsection (2) of section

948.03, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
948.03
(2)

Terms and conditions of probation.--

The court shall require a diagnosis and evaluation

171 to determine the need of a probationer for treatment.

If the

181 court determines that a need therefor is established by such
191 diagnosis and evaluation process, the court shall require

201 outpatient counseling as a term or condition of probation for
211 any person who was found guilty of any of the following, or
221 whose plea of guilty or nolo contendere to any of the
231 following was accepted by the court:
241

(c)

Exploitation of a child fe� �e��e��a�ftie ����eeee,

251 as provided in s.

ee� 450.151 a�e 84��9i4, or for

26

prostitution.

28

Such counseling shall be required to be obtained from a

27

29

community mental health center, a recognized social service

31

health professional or through other professional counseling.

30

agency providing mental health services, or a private mental
4
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41 ep etkePwtee �kyeiee¼ly peetPetRee eR tke �e�t ef eRe ee
SI eletkee�
6
7

Section 2.

Paragraph (d) of subsection (2) of section

827.07, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

8

827.07

Abuse or neglect of children.--

9

(2)

DEFINITIONS.--As used in this section:

10

(d)

"Harm" to a child's health or welfare can occur

111

when the parent or other person responsible for the child's

121

welfare:

13

1.

Inflicts, or allows to be inflicted, upon the child

141

physical or mental injury, including injury sustained as a

151

result of excessive corporal punishment;

16
17
18

2.

Commits, or allows to be committed, sexual battery,

as defined in chapter 794, against the child;
3.

Exploits a child, or allows a child to be

19

exploited, feP �ePRe�pe�k!e ��p�eeee as provided in s.

20

ee�84��9i4 eRe 450.151, or for prostitution;

21

4.

Abandons the child;

22

5.

Fails to provide the child with supervision or

23

guardianship by specific acts or omissions of a serious nature

24

requiring the intervention of the department or the court; or

25

6.

Fails to supply the child with adequate food,

26

clothing, shelter, or health care, although financially able

27

to do so or although offered financial or other means to do

28

so; however, a parent or other person responsible for the

29

child's welfare legitimately practicing his religious beliefs,

30

who by reason thereof does not provide specified medical

31

treatment for a child, shall not be considered abusive or
3
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11 a bizarre costume, or the condition of being fettered, bound,
21 or otherwise physically restrained on the part of one so

31 clothed.
4

(2)

A person is guilty of the use of a child in a

51 sexual performance if, knowing the character and content

61 thereof, he employs, authorizes, or induces a child less than

71 18 years of age to engage in a sexual performance or, being a
Bl parent, legal guardian, or custodian of such child, consents

91 to the participation by such child in a sexual performance.

101 Whoever violates this subsection is guilty of a felony of the
111 second degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s.

12

1
13

775:083, or s. 775.084.
(3)

A person is guilty of promoting a sexual

141 performance by a child when, knowing the character and content
151 thereof, he produces, directs, or promotes any performance

161 which includes sexual conduct by a child less than 18 years of
171 age,

Whoever violates this subsection is guilty of a felony

181 of the second degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s.
191 775.083, or s. 775.084.

(4) It is unlawful for any person to possess with the
20
1
21 intent to promote any photograph, motion picture, exhibition,
22

show, representation, or other presentation which, in whole or

25

picture, representation, or presentation is prima facie

23

24

26
27

28

29

30

in part, includes any sexual conduct by a child.

The

possession of three or more copies of such photograph, motion
evidence of an intent to promote.

Whoever violates this

subsection is guilty of a felony of the second degree,

punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s.

775.084.

S�ct1ori S.

311 hereby repeal�d.

Section �47.014, Florida Statutes, is
6
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11 The plan for counseling for the individual shall be provided

21
3

to the court for review.
section 4.

section 827.071, Florida Statutes, is

41

crel!lted to read!·

61

(1)

As used in this section, the following definitions

(a)

"Sexual performance" means any performance or part

S

827.071

Sexual performance by a child; penalties.--

71

shall apply:

91

thereof which includes sexual conduct by a child of less than

81

101

11 I

121

18 years of age.
(b)

"Sexual conduct" means actual or simulated sexual

intercourse, deviate sexual intercourse, sexual bestiality,

13 masturbation, sadomasochistic abuse, or lewd exhibition of the
1
14 genitals.
151
16

(c)

"Performance" means any play, motion picture,

photograph, or dance.

Performance also means any other visual

17

representation exhibited before an audience.

19

sell, give, provide, lend, mail, deliver, transfer, transmute,

21

or advertise, or to offer or agree to do the same.

18
20

22

(d)

"Promote" means to procure, manufacture, issue,

publish, distribute, circulate, disseminate, present, exhibit,
(e)

"Simulated" means the explicit depiction of any of

23

the conduct set forth in paragraph (b) which creates the

25

portion of the breasts, genitals, or buttocks.

24
26

appearance of such conduct and which exhibits any uncovered
(f)

"Deviate sexual intercourse" means sexual conduct

27

between persons not married to each other consisting of the

29

penis, or the mouth and the vulva.

28
30

31

contact between the penis and the anus, the mouth and the
(g)

"Sadomasochistic abuse" means flagellation or

torture by or upon a person clad in undergarments, a mask, or
5
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